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CUTTING-EDGE INNOVATIONS TO IMPROVE DENTAL PRACTICE

[ FUTUDENT ]

proCam

The world’s fi rst miniature 4K dental 

camera.

[ HENRY SCHEIN ]

SLX™ Clear 
Aligner System

A complete solution that incorporates 

the popular Sagittal First/Motion3D 

technology.

[ PLANMECA ]

PlanMill® 30 S

A mill that’s designed for optimal 

precision without compromising 

quality, expectations or budget.

Everyone knows how important good 

infection control can be. And while it’s 

accepted as a fact, the truth of the matter 

is many practices are putting themselves 

at substantial risk by letting things fall 

through the cracks. Some oversights are 

very subtle and easy to overlook, while 

others are glaringly obvious. We talked 

to some experts in the fi eld of infection 

control to discuss some of the ways that 

your practice may be at signifi cant risk 

of infection.

Cross-contamination
The biggest way infections happen is when 

healthcare professionals aren’t paying 

attention to detail. This can lead to contam-

inations in one area spreading to another.

“Working around and with blood and 

other body fl uids just seems to become 

routine; therefore, staff and dentists can 

become unaware of how they are cross con-

taminating in operatories and other areas 

of the practice,” says Mary Borg-Bartlett, 

president of SafeLink Consulting. 

And while some infection control 

measures are standard and should be 

learned in school, there are others that 

are likely unique to the practice. For 

instance, specifi c pieces of equipment 

must be maintained in a unique way. 

...See infection risks, page 36

10 INFECTION 
CONTROL RISKS
Why minimizing infection risk is vital to 

you, your practice and your patients.

by Robert Elsenpeter

5 ways to make 
cosmetic dentistry 
minimally invasive

SARAH JEBREIL, DDS, AAACD

Cosmetic dentistry can 

seem complex and 

intimidating, but it is 

actually very rewarding 

when the treatment 

goals that were outlined are actually 

achieved and the patient obtains a 

dream-worthy smile they are excited to 

share with others. Using the right tools 

in the treatment planning phases paves 

the way for success, and also helps 

identify patients who may have unrealistic 

expectations. Cosmetic dentistry is about 

understanding what the patient wants to 

achieve and helping them to achieve a 

realistic goal that is communicated in the 

treatment-planning phase. 

1. Photography. When your patient 

has interest in improving their smile, the 

best way to further the conversation is by 

taking some photos. Placing these photos 

somewhere large so you and the patient 

can view the photos is ideal.  When the 

patient sees their image it gives insight 

to how the patient views themselves and 

what it is that they most want improved 

— and if it can actually be done. 

...See cosmetic dentistry, page 8
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Henry Schein offers the largest 

selection of handpieces and 

burs available in the industry.

We carry all of the styles and 

shapes you need, from 

leading manufacturers 

as well as our very own

“Satisfaction Guaranteed”

line of Henry Schein Brand 

products. 

18DS8303

April 9–

June 29

2018

Handpiece 

& Burs 

Source

Supplies  |  Equipment  |  Practice Management Systems  |  Digital Technology  |  Technical Service  |  Business Solutions

We Understand that Patient Care
and Comfort are Your Top Priority.

© 2018 Henry Schein, Inc. No copying without permission. 
Not responsible for typographical errors. 
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It’s our annual Handpiece & Bur Sales Event!

Take advantage of these limited-time exclusive deals you

won’t fi nd anywhere else. Rely on us to fulfi ll your

handpiece and bur needs!
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Planmeca PlanMill® 30 S
The new Planmeca PlanMill 30 S is designed for 

optimal precision without compromising quality, 

expectations or budget. Planmeca PlanMill 30 S is 

a fusion of high-performance technology and dura-

ble milling components capable of milling a broad 

range of materials. A 4-axis high-speed spindle 

with milling speeds of 80,000 RPM is designed to 

be ideal for single visit restorations and milling of 

inlays, onlays, crowns or bridges. Direct drive linear 

force motors, used in manufacturing aerospace 

components, are engineered to provide uncompro-

mising accuracy. A new scalable design is said to 

allow clinicians to achieve maximum productivity 

while transitioning into digital technology.

        How will this mill help to streamline

        workfl ows?”

The Planmeca PlanMill 30 S enhances productiv-

ity because it takes less time to complete a resto-

ration. It also eliminates the time spent sending 

cases to an external lab. 

Planmeca

630-529-2300 
planmeca.com 

CIRCLE RS #4

SLX™ Clear Aligner System
The SLX™ Clear Aligner System is a complete 

solution that incorporates the popular Sagittal 

First/Motion3D technology, a proprietary offering 

of the Henry Schein Orthodontics business. The 

new and innovative system is designed to offer 

clinicians and patients an intuitive and simplifi ed 

treatment process. The system is said to use 

patented manufacturing processes to achieve 

aligner clarity and a precise fi t for greater comfort 

and improved tooth control. An easy-to-use web 

portal is designed to accept STL digital impres-

sions from all leading intraoral scanners. 

        How does this system differ or stand

        out from similar options on the market?”

SLX™ Clear Aligners offered by Henry Schein® 

Orthodontics are initially being rolled out to 

orthodontic specialists. The aligners utilize a 

proprietary material and manufacturing process 

to provide absolute clarity and exceptional 

tooth-specifi c control. The online approval 

portal accepts STL digital impressions from all 

leading intraoral scanners and offers a simpli-

fi ed case submission and treatment-planning 

process.

Henry Schein

800-472-4346
henryschein.com

CIRCLE RS #3

proCam
The Futudent proCam is said to be the world’s fi rst 

miniature 4K dental camera. The camera can be 

mounted on loupes or chair lights. It’s designed to 

capture stunning video and high-quality photog-

raphy without interrupting the procedure, keeping 

the doctors focused on the patient. Its high 4K 

resolution means that digital zooming can be used 

to capture clear, unpixelated, close-up video and 

photographs. This new innovation is said to repre-

sent Futudent’s continued commitment to bringing 

the benefi ts of video to every dental professional. 

Why did Futudent decide to create the

        proCam?”

Futudent created the proCam to once again push 

the standards of quality in dental fi lming. We 

wanted to create the ultimate video tool for dental 

professionals, to capture stunning footage of 

procedures and high-quality still images easily, 

anytime.

Futudent

+358 50 388 0008
futudent.com

CIRCLE RS #2
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form — so how do you make both happen?
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demonstrates how to perform direct restorations 

with 3M™ Filtek™ One Bulk Fill Restorative.

 34 The benefi ts of switching from fi lm to 
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the switch — so what’s holding you back? Dr. Brent 
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 10 The newest launches from the 
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launches from dental manufacturers
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instrument processing options on the market.
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with Com-Fit® Plush Natural Fit Masks

 20 Using The Oz and QDfx as water 
treatment options|How these two 

products from Toppen Dental can be 

used to sanitize a dental practice. 
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new care management platform from Carestream 

Dental helps dental practices stay competitive.
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Why minimizing infection risk is vital to 
you, your practice and your patients 

We talked to some experts in the ⇒ eld of infection control 

to discuss some of the ways that your practice may be at 

signi⇒ cant risk of infection and how you can minimize the risk.

10 WAYS YOUR DENTAL PRAC-
TICE IS AT RISK OF INFECTION
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TO STOP THE SPREAD  

OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES 
in dental practices worldwide.
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PracticeProtect™ range 
of infection prevention products

The importance of protecting patients from exposure to 

infectious diseases is key to a safe dental visit, not to mention 

a lifetime of oral health. 

Throughout the course of your day, our PracticeProtect™ 

range of infection prevention products cover all the touch 

points that could potentially spread disease. It’s a simple and 

highly effective system to protect everyone’s safety—you, your 

patients and your practice.

For more information, visit dentsplysirona.com/preventive/setup.

© 201& Dentsply Sirona Preventive. SUL02-0817-3 Rev. 1

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 05
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Make your inbox happy! 
Register for DPR’s 
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miss a web exclusive 
article or video. Go to 
dentalproductsreport.
com/subscribe.

NEW 

CONTENT

EVERY 

DAY
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01  OSHA violations that you’re making – 
and don’t even realize 
by  Robert Elsenpeter

02  6 ways bulk fi lls are changing restor-
ative dentistry
by Robert Elsenpeter
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Is hypnosis right for your practice? 
Far from being phony stage magic, clinical hypnosis has the ability to help 

you and your practice thrive. Read more: http://bit.ly/DentalHypnosis
 

5 ways that traditional impressions can go wrong 
Many dentists still prefer analog impressions — but a lot still goes 

wrong. Read more: http://bit.ly/WrongImpressions

Dentistry and the opioid 
epidemic

Taking a look at the role the dental industry plays in the opioid 
overdose crisis and what dentists can do about it. Read more: 

http://bit.ly/DentistryOpioids  

Clicks & Picks 
What dentists were searching and savoring in May

@DENTALPRODUCTSREPORT.COM

E-NEWSLETTERS
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The RH-Pro11 Advantage
• Waterless Sterilization with No Chemicals

• FDA Cleared 12-Minute Wrapped Cycles

• Uses 85% Less Energy than Steam

• Accommodates Small and Large Cassettes

• Up to Six Large Instrument Trays Per Cycle

• Documents Cycles for Easy Log Retrieval

• Self-Locking Door Insures Cycle Completion

• Minimal Maintenance

WWW.CPAC.COM  •  CALL: 800-828-6011 
FDA 510(k) K881371 
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PRESCRIBE THE BEST IN  
COMFORT & PROTECTION

Comfort H/S™ Bite Splint 
ONLY - $49

• Protects against bruxism

• 2.5mm occlusal thickness

• Hard copolyester outer layer

• Available colors:

blue, green, pink, & clear

131 Lyon Ln  •  Birmingham, AL 35211

800-624-5301  •  www.burdettedental.com

Proud Member of:

COMFORT BITE SPLINTS, SO  

YOUR PATIENTS CAN WAKE 

UP WITH A SMILE!

The Comfort H/S™ Bite Splint is a dependable nightguard option that 

safeguards patients’  teeth from damage caused by nighttime bruxism and 

clenching.  With its 1mm soft polyurethane inner layer, this durable solution 

protects dentition while providing patients with unbelievable comfort. 

Ready to Get Started?
Give us a call to schedule a free case pickup or visit 

burdettedental.com/send-a-case/new-doctor 

to print your complimentary FedEx shipping label.

1-800-722-1391  

www.burdettedental.com

info@burdettedental.com

plint 

ss

layer

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 07
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d e n t a l p r o d u c t s r e p o r t .c o m

[ Our Mission Statement ]

Dental Products Report—known for its trusted new product information—delivers a sharp focus on high-tech 

innovations and their implementation as well as how cutting-edge technologies are transforming practices. DPR helps 

dentists future-proof their practices and position themselves to deliver the best dentistry possible to benefi t both their 

patients and their practices. We are committed to delivering unbiased, quality content.  

FROM OUR BOARD

MAKING COSMETIC 
DENTISTRY MINIMALLY 
INVASIVE
...continued from cover...

2. Whitening  
Whitening is a great way to get 

patients interested in cosmetic 

dentistry. Patients become more 

accountable for their smile and it 

alerts them to other areas that are 

discolored or blemished.  I always 

have any patient who is interested 

in any cosmetic procedure do whit-

ening first. This is ideal for final 

shade selection as well as identify-

ing additional teeth to be added to 

the treatment plan (i.e., they did 

not get light enough or old fi llings 

or decalcifi cations became more 

apparent). Use whitening as a tool 

to re-evaluate the patient's smile, 

take more photos, and together 

observe the changes and nuances 

that take place.

3. Mock-up 
Whether it is with some quick 

bonding or with a laboratory 

fabricated wax up, a mock-up is a 

great way for the patient to visu-

alize a more harmonious smile. It 

is a great way to observe a patient 

and determine if he or she would 

be a good fi t for the treatment, as 

well as if it is what he or she is aim-

ing to improve. It almost always 

"seals the deal" and opens up the 

opportunity for more questions. 

You can use it as a medium for you 

and the patient to discuss desired 

outcomes.  

4.Aligners/orthodontics 
 If your patient has an uneven smile 

but is not interested in braces or 

wearing Invisalign for too long, 

consider Invisalign Express 10 

or the Invisalign Lite. These are 

great ways to slightly broaden the 

buccal corridors so that the patient 

develops a broader smile. It is also 

great for unraveling light crowd-

ing in the anterior. These cases can 

be done in 10-14 weeks, which is 

amenable to most patients. Mov-

ing teeth into a better position 

allows you to be more conservative 

in the restorative phase because 

you do not need to prep as much, 

or you may not need to do crown 

lengthening because you have lev-

eled the gingival levels, and so on. 

Orthodontics is always a conser-

vative option that should never be 

overlooked. 

5. Bonding
Composite bonding is my go-to 

treatment for younger patients who 

have some uneven edges, decalci-

fications or too much "negative 

space" in their smiles. With some 

nice beveling and microabrasion, I 

will bond the edges of the centrals 

and laterals to make them more 

attractive and give the patient a 

broader feel to their smile. Bond-

ing is an inexpensive way to have 

the patient be more excited about 

his or her smile, and it is often the 

gateway to other procedures. 

[ by Sarah Jebreil, DDS, 

AAACD ]
DPR Editorial Advisory Board Member

       Moving teeth 
into a better posi-
tion allows you 
to be more con-
servative in the 
restorative phase. 
... Orthodontics is 
always a conser-
vative option that 
should never be 
overlooked."

“

mailto:laura.dorr@ubm.com
mailto:leo.avila@ubm.com
mailto:derek.hamilton@ubm.com
mailto:keith.easty@ubm.com
mailto:rocky.pedden@ubm.com
mailto:kristen.mott@ubm.com
mailto:Advanstar@wrightsmedia.com
http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/


TPH Spectra® ST 
Universal Composite Restorative

PART OF DENTSPLY SIRONA’S

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 08

https://corporate.dentsplysirona.com/en.html
https://www.class2restorations.com/
https://www.class2restorations.com/dental-restorative-materials/resin-based-composite
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[ BITE BLOCK COVERS ]

DEFEND Bite Block Covers
Clear and latex-free, DEFEND Bite Block Covers are said to provide 

an economical solution by eliminating the need for disinfection or 

sterilization. The high-quality barrier material is designed for use 

with panoramic X-ray machine bite blocks. The bite block covers are 

1-by-2 inches and come packaged with 300 per box. 

Mydent International 

800-275-0020  |  defend.com

CIRCLE RS #12

[ FRAMES ]

Protech 53 Wrap Frame
Clinicians can protect their eyes from harmful radiation with this 

loupe-compatible leaded glass frame for X-ray protection. The 

Protech 53 Wrap Frame is designed with additional side protection 

with leaded glass for optimal eye protection. For maximum applica-

tion, the Protech 53 Wrap Frame is said to be able to accommodate 

most prescriptions.

SurgiTel

800-959-0153  |  surgitel.com

CIRCLE RS #10

[ ENDO HANDPIECE ]

Tri Auto ZX2
The Tri Auto ZX2 is a compact, cordless motor with a built-in apex 

locator. Redesigned with breakthrough canal treatment technology, 

this unit is engineered to simplify procedures while protecting the 

patient with innovative safety features. Tri Auto ZX2 is designed to 

be used for achieving apical patency and creating a glide path with 

the new Optimum Glide Path function. 

J. MORITA USA

800-831-3222  |  morita.com

CIRCLE RS #9

[ BURS ]

C-Series Carbides
The latest addition to the classic Peter Brasseler Series, the C-Series carbide 

burs are designed to address the No. 1 problem clinicians experience while using 

carbide burs: breakage. The unique and durable single-piece construction of the 

burs is said to enhance patient care and minimize unforeseen handpiece repairs, 

improving clinicians’ daily practice fl ow. C-Series Carbides also feature improved 

blade geometry for extremely rapid and precise cutting.

Brasseler USA

800-841-4522  |  brasselerusa.com

CIRCLE RS #11

This compact, cordless motor 

features a built-in apex locator.

http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
https://www.morita.com/group/en/
https://www.defend.com/
http://surgitel.com/
https://brasselerusa.com/
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[ ROOT CANAL PREP ]

ChlorCid® Surf 
ChlorCid Surf, a root canal preparation solution, features the added 

cleansing power of surfactant, which is designed to break the 

surface tension and allow for better sodium hypochlorite penetration 

into diffi cult-to-reach places like isthmuses and lateral canals. The 3 

percent sodium hypochlorite solution and surfactant is engineered 

to allow for better wall contact, thanks to its unique formulation. 

Ultradent Products Inc.

800-552-5512  |  ultradent.com

CIRCLE RS #13

[ DISINFECTANT ]

Z3 Plus Wipes
Z3 Plus Wipes are a ready-to-use cleaner and broad spectrum 

dental offi ce disinfectant that’s said to be effective against TB in two 

minutes. The wipes are designed to sanitize hard, non-porous sur-

faces in 10 seconds and maintain broad pathogen kill claims. The 

wipes are made of a high-quality, woven, surgical-grade, non-linting 

material. Hospital-grade disinfectants like Z3 Wipes are engineered 

to kill 100 percent of microscopic organisms listed on the label when 

applied as directed. 

Benco Dental

800-GO-BENCO  |  benco.com

CIRCLE RS #16

[ ABUTMENT ]

4Side anti-rotational connection
Anatotemp announced the addition of the 4Side anti-rotational con-

nection to its family of anatomic dental implant healing abutments. 

Anatotemp anatomic dental implant healing abutments are con-

sidered an off-the-shelf solution for creating an ideal gingival emer-

gence profi le during dental implant treatment. With the addition of 

the internal 4Side connection, Anatotemp can now be used with the 

Straumann Bone Level™ and Blue Sky Bio Quattro™ systems. 

Anatotemp

330-609-0386  |  anatotemp.com

CIRCLE RS #14

[ IMAGING SOFTWARE ]

DentiMax Cloud Imaging application
Specifi cally designed for the cloud, DentiMax Cloud Imaging gives 

dental providers access to all of their digital X-rays and extraoral 

images from any web-enabled device. After working closely with 

dental practices for many years, DentiMax has delivered this 

integrated cloud solution. The cloud imaging is engineered to be 

bridged from most practice management systems and to integrate 

with virtually all digital sensors, pans and intraoral cameras. 

DentiMax

800-704-8494  |  dentimax.com

CIRCLE RS #15

This root canal prep solution 

features the added cleansing 

power of surfactant.

http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
https://www.dentimax.com/
https://www.benco.com/
https://anatotemp.com/
https://www.ultradent.com/InternationalLandingPage.aspx
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Tri-Clean™ Ultrasonic Cleaners
• Tri-Clean™ Ultrasonic Cleaners are said to deliver the 

next generation of superior cleaning power. 

• Working in conjunction with Tri-Clean’s Triple Enzymatic 

Cleaners, the ultrasonic cleaners are designed to prolong 

instrument life, produce cleaner instruments and improve 

infection prevention.

• Four recessed models and fi ve tabletop models, ranging from 

four to 20 liters, are available, including a new 19-liter model 

with an 8-inch deep tank for additional cassette capacity. 

BrandMax

844-874-2532  |  brandmax.us 

CIRCLE RS #20

Purit™ Clean-it
• Purit Clean-it is a biodegradable, ultrasonic instrument 

cleaner. 

• The solution is formulated with non-ionic surfactants 

to protect dental instruments.

Biotrol

800-822-8550  |  biotrol.com 

CIRCLE RS #19

Z3 General Purpose Tablets
• Benco’s Z3 General Purpose Tablets, once dissolved, 

are said to be the most convenient and safest way to 

clean instruments in an ultrasonic machine. 

• The patented technology gives clinicians a highly con-

centrated cleanser that’s safe and effortless to use. 

• No mixing or measuring is required – simply add one 

tablet to one gallon of water and the solution is ready.

Benco Dental

800-GO-BENCO  |  benco.com 

CIRCLE RS #18

Ensuring effective 
dental instrument 
processing

SOLOMIYA MALOVANA / SHUTTERSTOCK.COM

[ compiled by Kristen Mott ]

Proper dental instrument processing is an 

essential function of every dental office. 

Instrument processing is a multi-pronged 

approach. According to the CDC, instruments 

must be cleaned and decontaminated, 

prepared and packaged, sterilized and then 

stored. Fortunately, companies are creating 

products that clean and sterilize instruments  

quicker and more effectively than ever before. 

Cassettes made from heavy-gauge stainless 

steel also enhance the process and ensure 

that products last for years to come. From 

ultrasonic cleaners to autoclaves, the next 

few pages feature some of the top instrument 

processing products on the market.

B-Lok Tray and Locking Cover
• The B-Lok Tray and Locking Cover are designed to work 

together to give the user the most effi cient method of 

infection control.

• After the instruments and items have been sterilized, 

putting them in a tray with a locking cover keeps them 

protected until they’re ready for the procedure.

• After a procedure, the contaminated instruments and 

items may be put back into the tray with a locking cover to 

help prevent cross-contamination.

Zirc Dental Products

800-328-3899  |  zirc.com 

CIRCLE RS #17

http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
https://www.zirc.com/
http://brandmax.us/
https://www.benco.com/
http://biotrol.com/


ERKODENT
®

  
Promotion

GD-89394-050218

MKT 10029_1.0  REV ID 11628

ERKODENT is a registered trademark of ERKODENT Erich Kopp. *Price does not include shipping or applicable taxes. 

You’ll love the 
precision and 
ease of use

Buy 5 packs of discs 
and get 1 FREE

The Erkoform-3dmotion

with Occluform-3

BENEFITS: 
Q  Can fabricate 14 different appliances
Q  Small footprint that can fit anywhere in work space
Q  Includes 2-year warranty with tech support through Glidewell Direct
Q  Appliances can be made in 20 minutes for less than $10 per disc

FEATURES: 
Q  Automated thermoforming process
Q   Advanced touch screen tutorial, with full-color, step-by-step instructional animations
Q  No preheat time required
Q  Reserve sudden vacuum, touchless temperature control and preprogrammed settings

OCCLUFORM-3 ATTACHMENT:
Q  Accurately imprints the opposing bite of your choosing

For more information
glidewelldirect.com   �   800-471-9758

ERKODENT
®

T
®

$2,995*

Includes $100 worth  

of FREE materials

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 33

https://glidewelldirect.com/
https://glidewelldirect.com/
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BioSonic® UC300/UC300R 

Ultrasonic Cleaner
• The BioSonic UC300 features a 3-gallon tank 

capacity, unmatched fl exibility with multiple basket and 

beaker arrangements, adjustable basket dividers for 

sorting instruments and racks to accommodate popular 

cassette systems. 

• The unique design of the bezel and lid is engineered to 

reduce noise levels for quiet operation and also limits air-

borne contaminates, providing a safe work environment.

Coltene/Whaledent Inc.

800-221-3046  |  coltene.com 

CIRCLE RS #21

Resurge® Ultrasonic Cleaner
• The new Resurge® Ultrasonic Cleaner family and the 

Resurge Instrument Cleaning Solution combine to pro-

vide modern convenience with powerful and effective 

cleaning performance.

• A low-profi le design allows for easy loading and 

unloading. 

• The fl exible loading option accommodates bundles, 

loose instruments or cassettes — or a combination of all 

of the above. 

Dentsply Sirona

844-848-0137  |  dentsply.com

CIRCLE RS #22

Hu-Friedy Instrument 

Management System
• IMS saves time by pre-sorting and organizing instru-

ments by procedure. Once confi gured, the instrument 

setup remains complete throughout instrument repro-

cessing, from cleaning to sterilization to storage. 

• Instrument cassettes are placed directly in both ultra-

sonic washers and sterilizers, which is said to virtually 

eliminate the need to hand scrub while reducing the risk 

of potential sharps injuries. 

Hu-Friedy

800-HU-FRIEDY  |  hu-friedy.com

CIRCLE RS #23

Quantrex Ultrasonic 

Cleaning Systems
• The Quantrex line of Ultrasonic Cleaning Systems is 

said to set the standard for precision cleaning, providing 

versatility, durability and exacting results.

• Designed for countertop use, the Quantrex series is 

quiet and self-contained, and it offers a variety of sizes 

for every cleaning application. 

• A full line of accessories is available for all cleaning 

requirements. 

L&R Manufacturing Company

201-991-5330  |  lrultrasonics.com

CIRCLE RS #24

LM Dental Tracking System (DTS™)
• The LM Dental Tracking System™ tracks and monitors 

instruments and materials using RFID technology. 

• Instruments, handpieces, fi lling materials and more 

from various manufacturers are wirelessly read in a few 

seconds. 

• Automating traceability, logistics and infection control 

documentation is said to allow staff to work more effi -

ciently and focus on the patient. 

LM-Dental (USA)

855-745-ERGO   |  dentaltracking.com

CIRCLE RS #25

Midmark instrument 

processing solutions
• Midmark offers cabinetry that helps clinicians follow 

CDC guidelines, moving the fl ow of instruments in a 

single direction from dirty to sterile. 

• Midmark dental sterilizers are designed for reliability, 

performance and ease of use with simple, one-step 

loading and automatic drying.

• With Midmark QuickClean Ultrasonic units, dentists 

gain a safer, more effi cient work environment.

Midmark Corporation

800-MIDMARK  |  midmark.com 

CIRCLE RS #26

http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
http://www.midmark.com/
https://www.hu-friedy.com/
https://ap.coltene.com/
https://corporate.dentsplysirona.com/en.html
https://www.dentaltracking.com/
http://www.lrultrasonics.com/


   

All products proudly made in the USA
following strict federal guidelines

2415 Wilmington Road, New Castle, PA 16105

®

1-800-511-0661www.americandentalimplant.com

The Highest Quality 
Internally Hexed 
Implant System 
in  the Industry 

30 Years
of 

Dental Implant 
Technology

®

ADI is featuring the Skinny 2.4 Implant

This implant has become the 
implant of choice for many 
and varied case types.   It 
can be placed in the most 
minimal of bone volume 
��������	ơ�����������	��������
capability utilizing the 
internal hex.  The drilling  
sequence is what makes 
the surgical insertion user 
friendly .  The two drill 
system, Locator Drill and 
Final Sizing Drill sequence 
make the osteotomy 
preparation fast , easy and 
safe.  

$165

Skinny Bundle

Includes two bone drills

and the implant package.

The American Dental Twist Drill Series

2.0 2.3 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.8 4.4 4.8 5.1 5.4

$45 Per Drill
with implant purchase

ADI’s “True” PreMounted 
Implant Delivery Package

$8650

The Implant 
Color Coded Driver   

Fixation Screw

Cover Screw
0.050” Hex Tool

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 34

http://www.americandentalimplant.com
http://www.americandentalimplant.com
http://www.americandentalimplant.com
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Nordent Sterilization Cassettes
• The Sterilization Cassettes are manufactured from 

heavy-gauge stainless steel for maximum durability.

• Nordent combines an exclusive glass bead fi nishing 

process with advanced electro-polishing technology to 

produce a surface that’s said to provide maximum stain 

resistance.

• The corner relief holes are precision engineered to 

evacuate liquids quickly and allow for faster processing.

Nordent Manufacturing 

800-966-7336  |  nordent.com

CIRCLE RS #27

Fliptop™ Cassettes
• Fliptop™ Cassettes are designed to provide high-qual-

ity, convenient infection management, organization and 

ergonomics.

• Made from the highest quality passivated, surgi-

cal-grade stainless steel with unique Tefl on double 

hinges, the cassette’s lid can fl ip up, over and under to 

act as its base, creating a much smaller footprint.

• The cassette’s fl ow-through design is said to make it 

ideal for sterilization.

Paradise Dental Technologies (PDT)

800-240-9895  |  pdtdental.com

CIRCLE RS #28

Easyclean ultrasonic 

cleaning unit
• Easyclean is designed to provide easy, intensive and 

gentle ultrasonic cleaning using the latest state-of-the-

art technology. 

• The unit offers effi cient cleaning capacity, due to opti-

mal heat distribution with the aid of specially arranged 

heating elements. 

• Additional features are said to include adjustable 

heating and a long service life. 

Renfert USA

800-336-7422  |  renfert.com

CIRCLE RS #29

BRAVO™
• BRAVO™ is a class B fractionated vacuum sterilizer 

that incorporates both pre-vac (to remove air) and post-

vac (to ensure a dry load every time) cycles for effi cient 

operation. 

• BRAVO™ 17V and 21V are said to be two of the fastest 

chamber autoclaves on the market, sterilizing and drying 

instruments in 35-40 minutes.

• The unit offers a variety of fi lling and draining options.

SciCan

800-572-1211  |  scicanusa.com

CIRCLE RS #30

SR238 Recessed 

Ultrasonic Cleaner
• An 8-inch deep tank allows for sterile processing of 

four large instrument cassettes. 

• The proprietary power-pulse signal is said to deliver 

best-in-class acoustic cavitation that does all the work; 

the formation, growth, oscillation and implosions of 

millions of microbubbles create violent shock waves and 

micro-jets of water that blast away debris.

Sonix4

843-554-0239  |  sonix4.com 

CIRCLE RS #31

EZ11Plus and EZ9Plus Autoclave
• Available in two sizes: an 11-inch chamber and 19.8 

inches deep, with fi ve extra-large trays for pouches and 

packs; and a 9-inch chamber and 19.8 inches deep, 

with three extra-large trays.

• A closed-door, HEPA-fi ltered, air-drying system is 

engineered to maintain sterility and ensure effi cient 

drying of packs and pouches by ensuring that the door 

remains closed throughout the dry cycle. 

Tuttnauer USA

631-737-4850  |  tuttnauerusa.com

CIRCLE RS #32

http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
http://nordent.com/
https://www.pdtdental.com/
https://www.renfert.com/ind-en/
http://scicanusa.com/
https://www.sonix4.com/
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SURFACE

DISINFECTION -

THE WAY IT

SHOULD BE

•  One minute “kill time” - EPA registered and laboratory proven to   
 effectively kill over 25 Pathogens* in one minute**

•  Low toxicity - Helps to reduce the exposure to harmful chemicals that   
 are often featured in surface disinfectants**

•  Larger wipe size (7” x 9”) - Less wipes per application which    
 saves time and money when compared to smaller wipes
•  Absorbent Material - Polyester Spunlace effectively distributes the   
 disinfectant solution while scrubbing and cleaning surface laden bio burden

*Enveloped Viruses: Human Coronavirus, Human Hepatitis B Virus, Human Hepatitis C Virus, Herpes Simplex, HIV-1, AIDS, Influenza Virus Type A2, RSV. 

Large Non-Enveloped Viruses: Adenovirus, Human Rotavirus (strain WA). Small Non-Enveloped Viruses: Norovirus (Norwalk Disease), Poliovirus Serotype I, Rhinovirus 

(Common Cold). Mycobacterium: Mycobacterium bovis (TB). Encapsulated Bacteria: Klebsiella pneumoniae. Multi-Drug Resistant Bacteria: Streptococcus auresus 

(MRSA), Vancomycin-resistant enterococci (VRE). Gram Positive Bacteria: Listeria monocytogenes, Staphylococcus aureus, Streptococcus pyogenes (Strep). Gram 

Negative Bacteria: Acinetobacter baumanni, Burkholderia cepacia, Campylobacter jejuni, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Salmonella enterica, Escherichia coll (E. coli).

**Data on file.

Family of Surface Disinfectants

COEfect™

800.323.7063 • www.gcamerica.com
www.gcamerica.com/training • © 2018 GC America Inc.

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 35

http://www.gcamerica.com
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http://www.gcamerica.com
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your breathing down to see that 

you’re not fogging up as much. But 

overall, they are comfortable.”

Design and specs
The Com-Fit masks offer several 

design features that provide a level of 

comfort and protection, including:

• An elastic chin strap, providing a 

better fi t for improved protection.

• A hypoallergenic inner material 

that feels silky soft.

• 98.8 percent particle fi ltration at 

0.1 micron.

• A patented curved noseband to 

ensure proper placement.

• Soft ear loops for maximum 

comfort.

The masks are also available 

to provide protection at the three 

ASTM levels: Level 1 (low barrier), 

Level 2 (moderate barrier) and Level 

3 (high barrier).

“We’ve got Levels 2 and 3 and we 

use them for each and every patient,” 

Klopf says. “The Level 2s I use more 

for the regular prophy patients ver-

sus the Level 3s, which is when I’m 

getting into more of the periodontal 

patients, just because there’s more 

aerosols and a lot more going on.”

For all of the mask’s attributes, 

Klopf says that it’s the overall design 

and fi t that appeals most to her.

“With the Com-Fit masks that we 

have right now, I like the chin strap 

design, how it just buckles under 

your chin,” Klopf explains. “And 

it is really soft. It is one of the softer 

masks that I have used.”

The Com-Fit line comes in a range 

of varieties for specialized needs, 

including:

• Easy Breathe – Allows for easier 

breathing while maintaining a high 

level of protection;

• Super Sensitive – Latex-free with 

no inks, dyes, perfumes or scratchy 

surfaces to irritate the skin;

• Fluid Resistant – Contains a fl u-

id-resistant outer layer;

• Super High Filtration – Features 

a two-way DELNET fi lm barrier that 

provides fl uid resistance with excellent 

breathability.

Advice
For those practices considering using 

a new mask, Smith recommends 

Com-Fit Plush.

“I would just say to try them because 

it’s defi nitely changed the way that I 

wear masks,” she says. “I like them. I 

would rather have them over the fl at 

ones that I been using in the past or in 

other offi ces. ... So, just try it out to see if 

it’s a good fi t for you.” 

FACE MASKS ARE SO UBIQUITOUS

in the dental practice that it’s easy to 

take them for granted. But not all face 

masks are created equal. There are a 

lot of ways that face masks can be more 

hindrance than help. Some are uncom-

fortable and don’t fi t right, while others 

are hard to breathe through.

Dentsply Sirona’s Com-Fit® Plush 

Natural Fit Masks address these 

problems, providing a line of protec-

tive equipment that’s comfortable, 

easy to use and effective.

Quality and performance
Stephanie Smith, RDH, and Sarah 

Klopf, RDH, are hygienists at Dr. 

Richard C. Trudo’s practice in Sagi-

naw, Michigan. The practice won a 

year’s supply of the Com-Fit masks 

last summer, and they give the masks 

high marks.

The masks are somewhat thicker 

than the practice’s previous brand, 

providing an overall better sense of 

safety and protection.

“Because they are thick, I feel like I 

can tell,” Smith says. “There really is 

no way of telling, unless I was infected, 

but just because it is a thicker mask, I 

feel safer with it. I feel safer than with 

some of those fl imsier ones.”

Because the thickness is so different, 

it required a little bit of adjustment, 

but, ultimately, they appreciated the 

mask’s comfort.

“Overall, they are comfortable to 

wear,” Klopf says. “When we fi rst 

used them, it took me a little while 

to get used to. They are a little bit 

thicker than masks that we’ve worn 

in the past, so that was just getting 

Com-Fit® Plush 

Natural Fit Masks
The Com-Fit® Plush Natural Fit Mask is said 

to be unlike any protective mask clinicians 

have tried before. Clinicians say it’s more 

comfortable than leading competitor 

brands, and independent testing shows it 

has better breathability. The innovative elas-

tic chin strip is designed to provide a better 

fi t, and a better fi t helps improve protection.

Dentsply Sirona

844-848-0137   
dentsplysirona.com/practiceprotect 

CIRCLE RS #36

Achieving comfort and 
protection with Com-Fit® Plush 
Natural Fit Masks 
Why one practice prefers using these face masks 
over others on the market.  [  by Robert Elsenpeter ]

STEPHANIE SMITH, 
RDH AND 
SARAH KLOPF, RDH

CLINICIAN     TEAM MEMBER     INDUSTRY

http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
https://www.dentsplysirona.com/en-us/products/preventive/PracticeProtect.html
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liked what I saw with the samples. 

He agreed and we’ve been using it 

ever since. 

I haven’t noticed any rusting or 

corrosion on the instruments since 

we started using Sani-Soak Ultra, as 

was often the case with other similar 

products we had been using. The 

instruments just didn’t come out as 

shiny. The old products would cause a 

tarnish after going through the auto-

clave and the instruments would look 

dull. With Sani-Soak Ultra, our instru-

ments keep their shine, and I really like 

that. Other cleaners also don’t remove 

all the debris like Sani-Soak does. 

Sani-Soak Ultra also helps keep 

our suction lines clean. We do a lot of 

surgeries, so blood gets stuck in the 

lines, which can be diffi cult to fl ush 

out. This cleaner unblocks or unclogs 

the lines, and that’s a real plus. 

It’s also easy to use. I fi ll up 

the ultrasonic bath and soak the 

instruments. We have a three-gallon 

ultrasonic, so I just put two pumps in 

and I’m done. At the end of the day 

or after a surgery, I’ll drain what’s 

in the ultrasonic bath into a bucket 

and clean my lines that way. So, it’s 

a multifunctional product, which is 

another benefi t.  

With Sani-Soak Ultra, we spend 

less time cleaning instruments and 

performing maintenance. If all the 

debris doesn’t come off the instru-

ments, for example, you have to 

scrub them until it does. That takes 

time. You also don’t have to leave 

them in the ultrasonic bath water 

as long as you would with other 

products. The enzymes break up 

the debris, so you don’t have to wait 

as long for the instruments to fi nish 

cleaning. This gives you a much 

faster cycling of the instruments 

through the sterilization process. 

The same is true with the lines. If 

your lines aren’t clean after you run 

the liquid through them, you have to 

use another bucket. After a surgery, 

there will be a lot of blood stuck in 

the tube, and you typically have to 

rinse and rinse to get it all out. With 

Sani-Soak Ultra, if you let it soak in 

the ultrasonic bath, take it out and 

just rinse once, it’s cleared. 

Sani-Soak Ultra saves practices 

time and money, making it easier 

to clear suction lines and to keep 

instruments shiny. I would recom-

mend this product to any practice 

looking to reduce the amount of time 

they spend cleaning and maintaining 

instruments. 

KATIE FISHER, an expanded function 

dental auxiliary, was fi rst introduced 

to Sani-Soak Ultra from Enzyme 

Industries at a dental meeting. She 

took a few samples back to Dr. Mark 

L. Grosko’s endodontics practice 

in Newark, Ohio, and together the 

team experienced fi rst-hand how 

the dual-purpose, anti-corrosive, 

enzymatic cleaner can save a dental 

practice time and money. 

Sani-Soak Ultra is an environmen-

tally friendly product that can be used 

in the ultrasonic bath to clean instru-

ments and as a wet evacuation line 

cleaner. Fisher has used Sani-Soak 

Ultra for about six months and has 

noticed that it’s much easier to unclog 

suction lines and that instruments 

come out of the bath looking and feel-

ing cleaner — and that helps to extend 

their life and reduce the amount of 

time it takes to maintain them. 

What Katie Fisher, EFDA, says 
about Sani-Soak Ultra 

When I fi rst started using the sam-

ples I received at the trade show, 

I really liked the way Sani-Soak 

Ultra smelled, and the instruments 

came out a lot brighter. They just 

felt cleaner and didn’t have any fi lm 

on them. After we fi nished using 

the product we already had in the 

practice, I told Dr. Grosko we should 

buy Sani-Soak Ultra because I really 

Sani-Soak Ultra
Sani-Soak Ultra is a dual-purpose, 

anti-corrosive enzymatic cleaner that’s 

designed to be used in an ultrasonic unit 

and as a wet evacuation cleaner. The 

highly concentrated, nontoxic, biode-

gradable solution is said to be safe for the 

environment and effective at removing 

organic debris while improving the life of 

instruments.

Enzyme Industries

888-236-9963  |  enzymeindustries.com 
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Benefi ts of Sani-Soak Ultra 
from Enzyme Industries
How this dual-purpose enzymatic cleaner can save 
practices time and money. [ compiled by Renee Knight ]
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staff, patients and the environment. 

It has been utilized in medicine and 

dentistry in the European Union for 

years but is only now being intro-

duced in the U.S. It’s called ozone, 

and it’s part of Toppen Dental’s 

three-pronged approach to water 

disinfection in the dental practice. 

Toppen Dental founders Owen 

Boyd and Al Dube sat down to 

discuss ozone and quantum disinfec-

tion, two technologies they offer to 

keep dental practice equipment and 

waterlines sterile and safe. 

The Oz
Ozone gas is often used in water treat-

ment as a chemical-free method of 

disinfection. The process, called ozo-

nation, has been used in bottled water 

treatment since the 1970s. Before 

that, the shelf life of bottled water was 

about 90 days, Boyd says. While the 

dental community continues to rely 

on chlorine tablets and other chemical 

treatments for dental unit waterlines, 

ozone is more effective at combating 

microorganisms in water. 

Toppen Dental uses ozone in one 

of its marquee products, The Oz. The 

Oz is a spray bottle that uses an ozone 

generator to sanitize the water. It’s 

designed to replace glass cleaners, hard 

surface cleaners, surface disinfectants, 

deodorizers and other products. 

The process is simple: Fill the bottle 

with tap water. Once ozonated, water 

from The Oz can kill pathogens such 

as E. coli, Salmonella, and MRSA. 

There are two big benefi ts to The 

Oz, according to Boyd and Dube. The 

fi rst is that it kills bacteria within 30 

seconds. The second is that it’s safe to 

use on any surface, including dental 

chairs. In fact, in a video posted on 

Toppen Dental’s website, Boyd sprays 

water from The Oz directly into his 

mouth, highlighting just how innocu-

ous ozone is to our health. 

“I always tell people, if you’re 

using a cleaner, open up a cabinet 

under your kitchen sink and read the 

warning labels,” Boyd says. “You 

probably would not use most of the 

cleaners you have underneath there.”

Unlike most cleaners, which con-

tain around 40 to 60 percent isopro-

pyl alcohol, ozone can be used on any 

surface and provides a deeper clean. 

“Because it’s a gas in water, sort 

of like CO2 in your beer, that small 

ozone molecule gets into the little 

crevices that you have on glass and 

wood and fi ber,” Boyd says. “So, it’s 

going to sanitize deep down where 

INFECTION CONTROL is one of the most 

important aspects of running a suc-

cessful dental practice, but every prac-

tice knows that being successful in 

this area is largely reliant on how well 

staff members follow protocol. And 

even under the best circumstances, 

the dental offi ce is never 100 percent 

sterile. Consider dental unit water-

lines, which still contain some level of 

bacteria even just after a cleaning. 

Chemically induced infection 

control has several weaknesses when 

it comes to water treatment. The fi rst 

is that the bacteria isn’t killed imme-

diately, giving it time to multiply. 

The second is that even if all but 0.01 

percent of the bacteria in the line is 

destroyed, it doesn’t take long for the 

rest of it to replicate and exceed the 

500 CFU/mL limit recommended by 

the Centers for Disease Control and 

Prevention (CDC). 

An additional shortcoming is that 

chemicals kill free-fl oating bacteria, 

but they’re not effective at elimi-

nating biofi lm, a slimy fi lm on the 

inside of water pipes and waterlines 

that stores and protects bacteria. 

Biofi lm isn’t affected by fl ushing the 

waterlines, a daily procedure recom-

mended by the CDC to ensure clean 

water in dental offi ces. 

It’s well known that dental unit 

waterlines are a breeding ground for 

the very pathogens dental practices 

are trying to avoid, such as Legionella. 

Therefore, dental staff must use a com-

bination of chemicals, procedures and 

protocols to keep patients safe. 

Luckily, there’s an alternative 

that’s more effective at removing 

bacteria and viruses from waterlines, 

simpler to implement, and safer for 

The Oz and QDfx
The Oz is an ozone on-demand surface 

sanitation system that’s said to deliver a 

consistent ozone concentration wherever 

and whenever dental professionals want 

it. The Oz is designed to use a patented 

method to create ozone from water while 

producing no aerosols. QDfx’s patented 

technology is said to offer a safer, chemi-

cal-free approach to disinfection of water 

lines. The cartridge, which is replaced 

annually, is designed to provide the high-

est quality of disinfection.

Toppen Dental

508-397-9725  |  toppendental.com 
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How these two products from Toppen Dental can be 
used to sanitize a dental practice. [  by Lauren Krzyzostaniak  ]
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most of your other large-molecule 

cleaners strip stuff off the surface and 

leave bacteria in the crevices. You 

may have done a great job cleaning 

your surface, but bacteria are still 

there, resident.” 

“You can use this spray bottle and 

spray it on the chair itself and you’ll 

sanitize it, and the only byproduct is 

water and oxygen,” Dube adds. 

The Oz is part of a family of ozone 

products from Toppen Dental, 

including a faucet and a wall mount 

for chairside water bottles. 

QDfx 
The other technology Toppen 

Dental offers is QDfx, an inline fi lter 

that utilizes quantum disinfection 

technology to destroy bacteria and 

viruses in the water. Within the fi lter 

are tiny ceramic balls that attract 

electrons from microorganisms, 

stripping away their outer membrane 

and destroying the entire cell. 

“It essentially uses a charged 

ceramic chemistry, whereby the 

cation charge is so powerful that it 

attracts bacteria and steals the bacte-

ria’s outer ring of electrons, killing it 

in a tenth of a second before destroy-

ing its innards,” Boyd says. 

This process is called lysis, and it 

affects free-fl oating bacteria as well as 

bacteria in biofi lm. Compare this to 

a chemical treatment, which requires 

30 to 90 minutes of contact to combat 

the DNA of free-fl oating microorgan-

isms. Chemicals also have little effect 

on the biofi lm, where most microbial 

activity takes place. 

Boyd and Dube say that the QDfx 

technology provides a 24/7 second-

ary kill. 

“Just by doing dental procedures 

on their patients, dentists are going to 

have disinfection accomplished,” Boyd 

says. “They don’t need the protocols.” 

They add that using QDfx is a 

much simpler process. It takes about 

fi ve minutes to install the QDfx car-

tridge, which plugs into the dental 

unit waterline with a quick connect 

fi tting. There’s no daily process to 

attend to, as the cartridge is designed 

to be replaced annually. 

Benefi ts 
These technologies work together to 

offer signifi cant benefi ts to dental team 

members, patients and the environ-

ment as a whole. While most water 

treatment options are considered pes-

ticides by the EPA, The Oz and QDfx 

are devices that add nothing to the 

water. Therefore, staff members aren’t 

vulnerable to chemical byproducts and 

patients aren’t ingesting pesticides. The 

Oz can even be used to sanitize hands 

before a procedure without dealing 

with the sticky residue that alcohol 

leaves behind. 

“We think that there’s a bit of a 

missing link in some of the things 

that are going on in dentistry,” 

Dube says. “One of the pieces is 

how you have chemistries that 

may solve one particular kind of 

problem, but then they create a sec-

ondary problem. If you have a disin-

fectant that creates an aerosol that’s 

a potential carcinogenic, you could 

be creating a hazardous potential 

for a staff member.”

Boyd and Dube emphasize that a 

priority of Toppen Dental is to create 

products that solve existing prob-

lems without creating new ones. 

“In our company, everything 

has to have an oral health benefi t, 

a human health benefi t and an 

environmental health benefi t,” Boyd 

says. “It can’t meet one of the three. 

It’s got to meet three of the three, or 

we’re not going to develop that as a 

product. It’s that simple.” 
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then once you put it in the mouth, it 

sets up quickly, giving you a good, 

predictable result.”

Set times
Imprint 4 is available in two different 

set times: regular set and super quick 

set. Dr. Hodges says that the two 

different versions, while suitable for 

different cases, still allow him the 

time that he needs to work.

“The quick set has got a good 

working time,” Dr. Hodges says. 

“Because with the quick set, you’re 

only using it for one or two teeth, so 

you don’t need a whole long time to 

be able to do that. I feel that’s about 

the same or a little bit better than with 

Imprint 3, but again, that’s not for a 

full arch. For a full arch, you’re going 

to want something with a little longer 

working time than the quick set.”

Imprint 4’s quick set time isn’t 

only ideal from a standpoint of doc-

tor and patient convenience, but also 

of necessity. There are some patients, 

like older adults and children, for 

whom sitting still is a real challenge. 

So, the ability to get in, take the 

impression and get out is crucial.

Additionally, Imprint 4 is available 

in different colors, allowing the doc-

tor to better read the margins. 

“When you take the impression, it 

allows you to read the margin a little 

easier, which is kind of nice because 

that’s an important part of taking an 

impression — being able to read your 

margin,” Dr. Hodges says. “Some 

colors tend to lend themselves to that a 

little better than others. And that could 

be incredibly variable for doctors, but 

for me, I might see one color better.”

The end result
Handling, set times and different 

colors are nice features, but the end 

result is what really matters. And for 

Dr. Hodges, Imprint 4 delivers.

“I think the end impression is 

fantastic,” he says. “Another reason 

I love the Imprint family of products 

is I just know I’m going to get an end 

product that’s going to give me a 

reproducible crown that doesn’t need 

a lot of adjustment, that’s going to 

go in the mouth pretty easy and the 

product is consistent. It’s the same 

when I use it today as it will be when 

I use it tomorrow.”

That it comes from 3M is another 

benefi t for Dr. Hodges.

“It’s from a brand we know we 

can rely on for quality output,” he 

adds. “One of the reasons I like 3M 

is that they consistently give me qual-

ity products.”

Ultimately, Imprint 4 delivers all 

of the features Dr. Hodges wants 

from an impression material.

“In terms of impressions, this 

is the one that I want on my shelf 

because it is quick, easy and predict-

able,” he says. 

DR. ADAM HODGES, DMD, a general 

dentist at Hodges and Hodges 

Comprehensive Dental Medicine in 

Asheville, North Carolina, doesn’t 

ask much of his impression material; 

he just wants enough time to work 

with it and then for a quick set in 

his patients’ mouths. To meet that 

need, he turns to 3M’s Imprint line 

of impression material, especially 

the company’s latest formulation: 

Imprint™ 4 VPS Impression Material.

A natural progression
Moving to Imprint 4 was a natural 

move, Dr. Hodges says. He was able 

to get better results while sticking 

with a product that has proven 

results.

“Part of it was a natural progres-

sion, but another part was that the 

total set time was a little quicker than 

the Imprint 3,” Dr. Hodges says. 

“What I found was that I could get 

the same results a little bit faster, and 

that’s always good. ... The longer it’s 

in there, the more saliva, the more 

contamination. And the quicker I can 

get in and out of the mouth, as long as 

I can get that accuracy, the better.”

While the product does set up 

faster in the patient’s mouth, it’s for-

mulated in such a way that clinicians 

have a longer time to prepare the 

material before it sets.

“One of the differences from 

prior versions is that you have a little 

longer working time,” Dr. Hodges 

explains. “Usually, with polyvinyl 

siloxane, you get a working time and 

then you get a setting time, which 

is sort of a gradual hardening over 

time. With Imprint 4, what you get 

is a longer working time so that you 

can work with it, and it is a little 

more fl uid. Then, when you put it 

in the mouth, it warms up pretty 

quickly and it sets up pretty quickly. 

The value of that is that it allows you 

to work as long as you want, and 

Imprint™ 4
Imprint™ 4 VPS impression material is 

designed to deliver precise impression 

results and offer dentists and patients a 

fast setting time without compromising 

working time. Super hydrophilicity allows 

for accurate detail reproduction.

3M

888-364-3577  |  3M.com /imprint4
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Making a great impression 
with 3M’s Imprint™ 4 material
Why one doctor turns to this line of impression 
material for all of his needs. [ by Robert Elsenpeter ]
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delivers the esthetics that Dr. Rudelich 

wants. But rather than have scores 

of little bottles in varying shades 

cluttering up his shelves, Dr. Rudelich 

gets the results he needs with just a few 

shades of TPH Spectra ST.

“The big thing I also liked was 

that you don’t need 16 shades,” he 

says. “And I thought this was crazy, 

but they have fi ve different shades, 

and each shade — I don’t know how 

they do it; it must be magic — works 

with three or four different shades. 

So, the A2 they give you works with 

A2, A1; it does multiple shades and it 

really does match, unbelievably.”

Dentsply Sirona’s SphereTEC fi ller 

technology brings a chameleon-like 

blending ability to TPH Spectra 

ST composite for simplifi ed shade 

matching. It also enables faster fi n-

ishing and allows the material to be 

polished to a superb luster.

“It really does polish well, so much 

so that I’ve had a couple people come 

in and say a restoration was a little 

high,” Dr. Rudelich says. “And that’s 

because I might have left a little fl ash-

ing that I couldn’t see. It blends in so 

well; it’s hard to tell where the com-

posite ends and the tooth starts. So, 

it’s really nice from an esthetic point 

of view. ... If it’s in the spectrum of the 

shades that they give you, it truly does 

match those shades.”

Attractive qualities
While simplicity and esthetics 

attracted Dr. Rudelich to TPH 

Spectra ST, the composite’s handling 

abilities has kept him coming back.

“It’s been some of the best han-

dling composite that I’ve ever used,” 

he says. “It’s pliable, but it doesn’t 

stick. As a dentist, you’re allowed 

to use your art form and art craft. 

Instead of using a bur, you’re able to 

do it in the mouth. It cuts down on a 

lot of time trimming excess because 

you can really put anatomy in and 

make it look really nice. You don’t 

have to get extra material to protect 

your gloves so that it doesn’t stick. 

It condenses well, but it also doesn’t 

stick.”

While TPH Spectra ST has only 

been available since last October, Dr. 

Rudelich still gives it high marks for 

durability.

“From what I’ve noticed in the 

couple months that I’ve used it, it 

wears just as good, if not better, than 

others,” he says. “From everything 

I’ve read and done with it, it’s been 

really good.” 

THE ROLLING STONES famously sang, 

“You can’t always get what you 

want,” and for dentists, that was 

largely the case with composites. 

They could get good esthetics, 

durability and handling, but not all 

at the same time. But for Dr. Lucas 

Rudelich, DDS, a new composite 

from Dentsply Sirona is giving him 

exactly what he wants.

A go-to material
Dr. Rudelich is a general dentist in 

Taylorsville, Utah, and he’s used 

TPH Spectra® ST since last October. 

He fi nds that he can use it for just 

about everything. 

“I use it for all of my composite 

needs: Class Is, Class IIs, anteriors,” 

he says. “Anything I am going to use 

with composite.” 

The material is versatile enough 

to be effective for both anterior and 

posterior applications.

“It’s sort of a one-stop shop,” Dr. 

Rudelich says. “You can use it for 

both. It’s pretty enough to use for 

anteriors.”

The composite comes in different 

formulations, which are suitable for 

each application. That fl exibility 

gives him a certain level of simplicity 

and convenience.

“It’s kind of nice because it’s the 

mix of both,” Dr. Rudelich says. 

“I don’t have to switch from one 

composite to the next. I can use it for 

all of my restorations. I like to keep 

things simple. And that was a big 

thing for me — it is simple.” 

Enhanced esthetics
While teeth need to be functional, 

looks also matter. TPH Spectra ST 

TPH Spectra® ST
TPH Spectra® universal composite is 

uniquely designed with new and novel 

fi ller technology, SphereTEC™, which 

simplifi es the path to long-lasting, esthetic 

restorations. TPH Spectra ST allows clini-

cians to choose their preferred viscosity 

and enjoy elevated performance in the 

areas that matter most.

Dentsply Sirona

800-532-2855  |  class2restorations.com/
tphspectraST 
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Achieving high-quality 
restorations with 
TPH Spectra® ST
Why one doctor appreciates superior esthetics and handling 
with Dentsply Sirona’s new universal composite.  [ by Robert Elsenpeter ]
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play but also the attachments makes 

it signifi cantly easier for someone to 

understand how to use this system, 

even if it’s for the fi rst time.”

In addition to the convenient 

touchscreen display, the StarETorque 

has presets a dentist can choose 

from. 

“This has six presets for high-speed 

use and six presets for low-speed 

use,” Reno explains. “So, if a dentist 

has a favorite drill or favorite attach-

ment they like to use, they can preset 

the settings on the system, so they just 

need to come in and touch that preset 

and they are up and running at the 

speed and the attachment they need 

for that particular handpiece. So, 

that’s just something else we added to 

the display screen for the customer to 

just set their setting and not have to 

worry about them again.”

For dentists concerned with the 

noise in their operatory, they’ll be 

happy to know the StarETorque’s 

decibel rating is less than 40 decibels. 

For comparison, an air-driven hand-

piece is typically at a 65 to 70 decibel 

rating, according to Reno.

“We’ve always discovered through 

research that noise is the No. 1 and 

No. 2 thing that dentists would like 

to change about their handpieces,” 

he says. “So, a signifi cant reduction 

in noise, saving their hearing and, 

at the same time too, it could be less 

traumatic for certain patients that 

kind of get jazzed up about the den-

tal drill noise.”

Reno says the feedback DentalEZ 

is getting from dentists is a “wow 

reaction” regarding the difference in 

sound and reduction in noise.

If a dentist is thinking about 

making the switch from air to elec-

tric, Reno suggests trying it out in a 

demo.

“With this system, we can do that 

without having to hook it up to air, 

just by powering it off electric. That 

would enable them to understand a 

couple of things,” he explains. “One 

would be the difference in power 

between electric versus air.”

The StarETorque provides a 

60-watt brushless motor, delivering 

consistently high-power torque. An 

air handpiece is typically about 20 to 

25 watts of power. 

“So, it’s a signifi cant difference in 

terms of power, and what that trans-

lates to is not only cutting effi ciency, 

but cuts and margins are more 

consistent with an electric system,” 

Reno explains. “Consequently, with 

a more powerful system, it allows a 

dentist to get through some of those 

longer or larger jobs quicker.” 

DURING THE NORMAL COURSE of the 

day, a dentist will typically have a 

number of high-speed procedures, 

like caries removal, amalgam removal 

or crown preparation, along with 

low-speed ones, such as root canal 

treatment. The Star®ETorqueTM 

from DentalEZ is designed to help 

streamline a dentist’s needs within the 

operatory — all within one system. 

With the push of a button, dentists 

are able to switch from high-speed to 

low-speed procedures.

“What’s nice about this system is 

that it enables the dentist to do all the 

procedures he or she typically does 

within their operatory with just one 

system,” says Eric Reno, DentalEZ 

senior product manager. “If he or 

she was using an air handpiece, 

they would need several different 

air handpieces to complete the same 

procedures. They would need a high-

speed handpiece, a low-speed hand-

piece. This does it all in one system.”

One feature of the electric hand-

piece system that gives it an edge is its 

16-color touchscreen display. Reno 

believes it makes the handpiece sys-

tem much more intuitive and easy for 

the customer to understand.

“The color display coordinates 

with attachments that we use with 

the system. We have three different 

colors: red, blue and green,” Reno 

says. “Red means speed increasing, 

blue is neutral and green is speed 

reducing. It’s very easy to understand 

what attachment you’re using for 

high speed and what attachment 

you’re using for low speed. Overall, 

color coordinating not only the dis-

StarETorque
With customizable settings for multiple 

procedures, the StarETorque seamlessly 

combines power with performance. 

From caries removal to root canal 

treatment, dentists can move from high-

speed to low-speed settings with just 

one touch. 

DentalEZ

866-DTE-INFO  |  dentalez.com/StarETorque
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Benefi ts of the StarETorque
How this electric handpiece system helps 
to streamline workfl ows.  [ by Colton Faull ]
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THE PROBLEM

THE SOLUTION

• The Phasor™ composite 

warming system is said to be 

the fi rst of its kind, using NIR 

technology to rapidly warm 

highly fi lled composite com-

pules. 

• With the touch of a button, 

Phasor is designed to be able 

to heat composite material to 

150°F in seconds and main-

tain that temperature through-

out the procedure, all while 

remaining cool to the touch.

• This technique is engineered 

to allow for packable materials 

to act more like fl owable mate-

rials.

• Unlike other devices, the 

Phasor isn’t limited to a single 

brand of composite, making 

the device extremely versatile. 

• Lowered material viscosity also 

reduces the hand pressure 

needed to deliver composite 

material, allowing for more 

effi cient delivery.

Composite material is 

diffi cult to manipulate

Having composite mate-

rials that stick to instru-

ments or aren’t easily 

shaped can be downright 

frustrating. What’s 

more, they can lead to 

restorations that aren’t 

esthetically pleasing for 

the patient.

Vista Dental Products

877-418-4782  |  vista-dental.com 

CIRCLE RS #44

Information provided by Vista Dental Products.

Improving depth of cure 
and sculptability
Using the Phasor™ composite warming 
system to transform packable materials 
into fl owable ones.  [ compiled by Kristen Mott ]

Phasor™
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• The platform is designed to 

help dental professionals bal-

ance the delivery of excellent 

patient care with the need 

to ensure practice effi ciency 

and revenue growth in today’s 

competitive market. 

• Following a software-as-a-ser-

vice model, the new platform is 

engineered to provide anytime, 

anywhere access, easy setup 

and confi guration, automated 

backups and seamless updates.

• The new platform is said 

to ensure that core dental 

practice activities are easy to 

learn while also supporting 

the complexities and interrup-

tion-prone nature of real-world 

practice environments.

• With centralized management 

tools, offi ce and business man-

agers can easily monitor the 

current state of a solo practice 

or an enterprise-level group with 

timely, actionable reporting on 

key performance indicators — 

all in a single dashboard. 

Daily interruptions are 

affecting patient care 

and the practice’s 

bottom line

Almost every day, dental 

practices are faced with 

small interruptions that 

disrupt the workfl ow, 

whether it’s a patient who 

cancels an appointment at 

the last minute or unpaid 

bills that are holding up 

patient treatment.

Carestream Dental

800-944-6365  |  carestreamdental.com 

CIRCLE RS #43

Information provided by Carestream Dental.

Ensuring practice
effi ciency
How the new care management platform from 
Carestream Dental helps dental practices 
stay competitive. [ compiled by Kristen Mott ]

Carestream Dental’s 

new care management 

platform

*ALL PATIENT DATA SHOWN IS FICTITIOUS AND FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSES ONLY.
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AS THE POPULATION RANGE FROM 50  

to 70 (Baby Boomers) years of age 

increases, the number of edentulous 

and partially edentulous patients 

will increase, since tooth loss and 

age are related. There are several 

reasons for the necessity of needing 

extractions leading to full-mouth 

edentulation, including neglect, 

severe wear, rampant caries, medi-

cations and poor health. 

Once converted to dentures, the 

effects of ill-fi tting or non-retentive 

dentures become evident. Overden-

tures, utilizing small or traditional 

implants, offer one cost-effective 

solution that restores proper form 

and function to these patients.

01STEP A patient in her early 60s 

desired implants placed in her upper 

arch for denture stabilization, since 

she had already experienced the 

benefi ts of an overdenture in the 

lower arch. She was so pleased with 

her lower overdenture that was sta-

bilized by two conventional sized 

implants that she was now fi nan-

cially ready to have implant treat-

ment in the upper arch.

Palpation and radiographic 

examination revealed a moder-

ately sized maxillary ridge in the 

anterior portion (Fig. 1) that would 

only provide suffi cient height and 

width for small diameter implants. 

However, in the posterior sections 

there was insuffi cient bone due to 

the pneumatization of the sinus 

cavities. All risks, benefi ts and 

alternatives regarding various 

treatments were discussed with the 

patient. After a thorough discussion 

of treatment options, the patient 

decided she would like to have 

four dental implants placed in her 

premaxilla region that would retain 

a metal-reinforced, palate-free 

maxillary denture.

02STEP Using the CS 8100 3D 

(Carestream Dental), a CBCT scan 

was taken to accurately treatment 

plan this case to make certain that 

no complications would arise from 

the conservative non-fl ap approach 

of placing dental implants. Using 

3DDX virtual assistance to pre-

cisely plan the placement of four 

3.25-by-12 mm EngageTM (OCO 

Biomedical) dental implants in the 

anterior portion of the pre-maxilla 

area, a treatment plan was devised 

(Fig. 2).

03STEP Within a couple weeks, 

the CT-based pilot surgical guide 

(3DDX) was received in our offi ce 

and tried in for verifi cation of 

proper fi t. The area was anesthe-

tized and the sites for the implants 

was initiated with a 1.95 mm pilot 

drill through the surgical guide 

(Fig. 3) utilizing the AEU7000 sur-

gical motor (Aseptico) at a speed of 

1200 rpm with copious amounts of 

irrigation. Paralleling pins (Fig. 4) 

were then placed in the site of the 

osteotomies to confi rm the accu-

racy of the surgical guide.

04STEP Using a rotary tissue 

punch (OCO Biomedical), an out-

line cut was created over the initial 

osteotomies and the tissue plugs 

were removed with a curette (Gold-

endent). Once the osteotomy sites 

were completed with sequential 

osteotomy formers, the dental 

implants were placed (Fig. 5) with 

the surgical handpiece at a speed of 

25. The ratchet wrench was then 

connected in order to torque the 

dental implants to fi nal depths 

reaching a torque level of about 

25-30 Ncm.

05STEP A baseline ISQ reading 

was taken of these implants utiliz-

ing the Penguin RFA (Aseptico). 

Since the initial readings were all 

above 70, 3 mm height LOCATOR 

attachments (ZEST Dental Solu-

tions) were tightened into the dental 

implants (Fig. 6).

06STEP The patient’s existing 

maxillary denture was relieved in 

the areas of the attachments (Fig. 7) 

to avoid putting direct pressure on 

the implants. The implants were 

allowed to heal for about four 

months, at which point impressions 

would be taken to start fabrication 

of the defi nitive prosthesis. Utilizing 

Panasil® monophase Medium (Ket-

tenbach USA) body impression 

SIMPLIFY OVERDENTURE 
TREATMENT FOR 
TODAY’S PATIENTS
When it comes to dentures, function is just as important 
as form — so how do you make both happen?

[ by Ara Nazarian, DDS, DICOI ]

Information provided by Tokuyama Dental.
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material in a thermoplastic tray 

(Fig. 8), a full-arch impression was 

taken of the maxillary arch picking 

up the LOCATOR Impression Cop-

ings (ZEST Dental Solutions).

Once the impressions, relations, 

shade and opposing model were 

forwarded to the dental lab, the 

metal-reinforced, palate-free 

overdenture was initiated. 

07STEP Approximately three to 

four months later, the previously 

made metal-reinforced overdenture 

with relieved areas for the housings 

was tried in to confi rm comfort and 

fi t. Any interference that was 

detected between the denture base, 

attachments and housings was 

checked and eliminated (Fig. 9).

08STEP When relining dentures or 

picking up overdenture attachments 

directly within the mouth, the 

patient may experience heat genera-

tion that’s uncomfortable — in 

addition to a bad taste — when 

using methyl methacrylate. Since 

Tokuyama® Rebase II Hard Den-

ture Chairside Reline (Fig. 10) is 

methyl methacrylate free, it doesn’t 

have a strong odor or taste and fea-

tures minimal heat generation, 

making it a much better experience 

for the patient. Given this and its 

high durability and mechanical 

properties, I used Rebase II as a 

pickup material in implant 

procedures.

09STEP The fi rst step was to brush 

a thin coat of adhesive into the 

overdenture recesses to enhance 

retention between the denture base 

and the hard reline. Petroleum jelly 

was applied to the surrounding sur-

faces of the denture to prevent 

unwanted adherence of excess 

material. Once mixed, the 

Tokuyama Rebase II material (Fig. 

11) was placed into a plastic dis-

pensing syringe and injected up to 

two-thirds the height of each recess 

as well as onto the attachments. 

During seating, the prosthesis was 

gently held in place by hand.

10STEP After a total of about 

three minutes, the overdenture with 

the incorporated retention caps was 

removed (Fig. 12). Any excess mate-

rial was removed with a trimming 

bur (Fig. 13). At the completion of 

the prosthetic phase, the patient 

stated how pleased she was to be 

able to smile and function without 

the prosthesis wobbling or falling 

out (Fig. 14). 

Today, we’re seeing more and 

more patients presenting to the den-

tal practice with dentures that are 

unstable, loose and uncomfortable. 

By offering cost-effective treatment 

options — such as overdentures 

with dental implants when there’s 

minimal bone support — function 

and esthetics can be delivered effi -

ciently and effectively. 
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1. Pre-operative view of 

edentulous maxillary ridge. 

2. Plan from 3DDX.

3. CT-based surgical pilot guide. 

4. Paralleling pins to 

confi rm angulation.

5. Engage dental implant.

6. Locator attachments.

7. Existing denture relieved to 

avoid contact on implants. 

8. Panasil Monophase 

Medium body VPS.

9. Locator housings with block 

out spacer ready for pick-up. 

10. Tokuyama Hard Denture 

Reline Rebase II.

11. Placement of Tokuyama 

Rebase II material on housings.

12. Attachments picked 

up in overdenture.

13. Blue inserts placed into housings.

14. Metal-reinforced, palate-

free overdenture.
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AS ALL CLINICIANS KNOW, TIME is 

money. Products that produce suc-

cessful results while allowing for 

quicker procedures will continue 

to gain admirers in the industry. 

Bulk fi ll composites are steadily 

growing in popularity as more cli-

nicians learn about their time-sav-

ing capabilities when it comes to 

posterior restorations. Instead of 

placing the material in incremental 

layers, bulk fi ll composites allow 

for one-step placement, typically 

up to 5 mm.

Since the demand for bulk fi ll 

composites continues to grow, the 

materials that are available on the 

market are consistently improving 

and can now provide esthetic resto-

rations that impress both clinicians 

and their patients.

In the following case, a 35-year-

old female patient came into the 

dental clinic with signifi cant pain 

in the upper premolar and molar 

teeth caused by primary and sec-

ondary caries.  

When performing direct resto-

rations such as these, it is critical to 

have excellent adaptation to ensure 

good marginal contact. Good 

handling and sculptability are 

important when shaping the mate-

rial. 3M’s Filtek™ One Bulk Fill 

Restorative is a bulk fi ll material 

that features excellent adaptation 

and handling, while also providing 

improved esthetics by increasing 

opacity without sacrifi cing depth 

of cure.

The following case will explain 

how a successful procedure was 

performed by establishing good 

marginal contact, which ensured 

the fi nal result was an esthetic and 

high-quality restoration.  

Case study
01STEP The initial situation: 

This case involved the replacement 

of an insuffi cient amalgam resto-

ration of fi rst upper molar and 

treatment of carious lesion on pre-

molar. The patient was experienc-

ing pain (Fig. 1).

02STEP First, the amalgam and 

carious tissue was removed. Next, 

the sectional matrix was placed 

and adapted to the tooth (Fig. 2).

03STEP The enamel was etched 

for 15 seconds using 3M™ Scotch-

bond™ Universal Etchant for a 

selective etch approach, followed by 

rinsing and lightly drying (Fig. 3).

04STEP 3M™ Scotchbond™ Uni-

versal Adhesive was applied and 

scrubbed into the surface for 20 

seconds. After air drying for 

approximately fi ve seconds, the 

adhesive was light cured for 10 

seconds with 3M™ Elipar™ Deep-

Cure-S LED Curing Light (Fig. 4).

05STEP 3M™ Filtek™ One Bulk 

Fill Restorative in shade A2 was 

directly placed into the cavity in a 

single increment and then cured 

according to the Instructions for 

Use (Fig. 5). 

06STEP  Figure 6 shows 3M™ 

Filtek™ One Bulk Fill Restorative 

immediately following the con-

touring and fi nishing of the 

restoration.

07STEP After using the 3M™ 

Sof-Lex™ Pre-Polishing Spiral, a 

fi nal high-gloss polish is created 

using the 3M™ Sof-Lex™ Dia-

mond Polishing Spiral on a moist 

surface (Fig. 7).

AT A GLANCE

DO DIRECT RESTORATIONS 
QUICKLY AND ESTHETICALLY
How to simplify direct restorations with 3M™ Filtek™ 
One Bulk Fill Restorative.

[ by Dr. Giuseppe Marchetti ]

Information provided by 3M.

1. Amalgam restoration of 

fi rst upper molar. 

2. Sectional matrix was placed 

and adapted to the tooth.

3. Etching enamel using 3M™ 

Scotchbond™ Universal Etchant. 

4. 3M™ Scotchbond™ 

Universal Adhesive applied.

5. 3M™ Filtek™ One Bulk Fill 

Restorative in shade A2 placed into 

the cavity in a single increment.

6. Contoured and fi nished restoration.

7. Using polishing brush on moist surface. 

8. Final restoration, looking 

very natural and esthetic.
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08STEP Figure 8 shows the fi nal 

restoration, which is very natural 

looking and esthetic.

Conclusion
For large posterior restorations, 

incremental layering can be 

time-consuming and lead to poor 

marginal adaptation. With its easy 

handling and excellent adapta-

tion, 3M™ Filtek™ One Bulk Fill 

Restorative enables one-step place-

ment up to 5 mm. Additionally, its 

increased opacity results in more 

esthetic restorations. By saving 

time while providing successful and 

natural-looking results, bulk fi ll 

composites, such as Filtek One Bulk 

Fill, will most likely continue grow-

ing in popularity because of the 

variety of benefi ts they contribute 

to posterior restorations. 
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I
n dentistry, radiographic images 

play a major role in diagnosis. 

In order to arrive at an accurate 

diagnosis, it is critical to have a 

high quality radiographic image. 

And what is the best way to achieve 

high-quality images in this day and 

age? I believe that most dentists will 

agree that digital sensors are the 

answer. 

I used fi lm from 2000 to 2016 

mainly because that is what I had 

and was familiar with. I was getting 

acceptable images, but I decided 

to switch to sensors a couple of 

years ago for a few reasons. First, 

the images appear instantly with 

excellent quality. Second, digital 

radiography has largely become the 

standard of care. Dental patients 

these days generally expect their 

dentist to use digital imaging. 

Third, digital radiography allows 

us to deliver a lower dose of 

radiation per exposure, which is 

important in our efforts to follow 

the ALARA principle. In addition 

to these important reasons, digital 

radiography allows us to do away 

with the various issues associated 

with developer chemicals and the 

developer itself.

After realizing that I needed to go 

digital, I started looking around at 

different sensors and comparing a 

few different brands. When I fi nally 

found what I was looking for, it 

was time to make the switch. Much 

to my surprise, the transition was 

much easier than I had expected. 

Techniques used with digital sen-

sors are quite similar to those used 

with fi lm-based radiography. Any 

adaptations for using digital sen-

sors are quite minor. I had always 

used RINN® positioners (Dentsply 

Sirona) for positioning fi lm, and I 

still use positioners with my sensors. 

A good quality positioner is vital 

to obtaining a good image. Simply 

lining up the X-ray head correctly to 

the positioning arm and positioning 

ring will assure that angulation is 

correct and facilitates the capture of 

an optimal image.

However, it is important to men-

tion that there is more to achieving 

good images than simply having 

good technique. If you really want 

to obtain good quality images, you 

will also need to use high-quality 

sensors. After doing some research 

and trying a few sensors, I found 

that the DentiMax Dream Sensor 

delivered excellent image quality. 

The images were as good or better 

than the competitors’ images. 

Surprisingly, the price was much 

lower than the other sensors I had 

sampled. I was very happy to fi nd a 

sensor that delivered such excellent 

images at such a reasonable price.

Certainly, one of the most 

challenging parts of switching to 

sensors is getting familiar with 

the software. To help us with this, 

DentiMax provided training, which 

got us off to a great start. We were 

also able to have some time with a 

trainer after a week or two of pur-

chasing the sensors to allow us to 

address any questions we had. We 

found this to be very helpful. I feel 

like DentiMax has been very inter-

ested in assuring our success with 

their sensors. If you are switching to 

sensors, having good training and 

tech support available is defi nitely 

important. I have been impressed 

with the trainers and support staff 

at DentiMax; they have been easy to 

work with and kind and helpful.

Once you learn how to get the 

most out of your sensors and 

become familiar with the software, 

the results are just phenomenal. 

With sensors, I am getting higher 

quality images than with fi lm, 

which allows me to detect pathol-

ogy better. If we have to retake an 

image, sensors save us a lot of time 

because I can see the image imme-

diately and retake the image within 

seconds.

Besides that, we do not have to 

mount the fi lm like we did with fi lm 

X-rays. With the tools that software 

like DentiMax has, you can use a 

preset mount that the images fl ow 

directly into. This is a big time saver 

for my assistant.

And let us not forget about the 

advantages for the patient. The 

most obvious one is the lowered 

dose of radiation with each radio-

graph. But another benefi t is that I 

am able to show the images to the 

patient instantly. I have the images 

on a computer screen, which can be 

positioned very close to the patient. 

I can enlarge the images or make 

other modifi cations to allow the 

patient to better visualize any issues 

that I need to discuss with him or 

her. This helps the patient to feel 

more comfortable and confi dent in 

my diagnosis and treatment. 

If you are considering making the 

switch from fi lm to digital, I would 

recommend trying out some sensors 

fi rst. Find a company that can give 

you a demo before you buy. And if 

you are hesitant about making the 

switch, well, don’t be! It’s not as 

diffi cult as you may think. In my 

experience, the transition was quite 

seamless, and we were able to get 

up to speed very quickly. Make the 

switch. You will be glad you did.  

Dentists all over are making the switch 
— so what’s holding you back?
[ by Brent H. Mason, DDS ]

SWITCHING FROM FILM 
TO DIGITAL SENSORS

 CLINICAL DEEP DIVE: SENSORS

 X-ray image captured with the DentiMax Dream Sensor.
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WAYS 
 YOUR DENTAL PRACTICE
 IS AT RISK OF INFECTION

Why minimizing infection risk 
is vital to you, your practice 

and your patients. 

[ by Robert Elsenpeter ]
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Continued from cover...Those dis-

tinct procedures must be clearly 

disseminated to staff.

“Following the practice’s infection 

control procedures is critical in order 

to avoid cross-contamination of 

work surfaces, equipment, personal 

protective equipment and instru-

ments,” Borg-Bartlett says. “An 

example is wearing personal protec-

tive clothing outside the operatory 

after treatment that has created 

spray or spatter. Gowns and lab-type 

coats should be removed in the oper-

atory and not worn into other parts 

of the practice.”

Hand hygiene
Another of the most common 

sources of infection is also the 

easiest to correct — adequate hand 

hygiene.

“Proper hand hygiene is the sim-

plest thing we can do to prevent the 

spread of infection,” says Karen Daw 

of Karen Daw Consulting and for-

mer clinic health and safety director 

for The Ohio State University Col-

lege of Dentistry. “Yet many people 

are not aware of recommendations 

for when and how to perform hand 

asepsis properly. Most people know 

to wash hands between patients, but 

I see many skip hand washing when 

touching objects likely contaminated 

by blood or saliva. And washing 

hands after glove use protects the 

provider in the event the gloves have 

become perforated. This type of 

breach can allow bacteria to make 

contact with the skin. 

“For most procedures, a vigorous 

scrub with soap and water will work 

just fi ne (the scrub creates friction),” 

Daw adds. “Be sure to scrub vigor-

ously for at least 20 seconds. Ask 

how long that is equivalent to and 

most people will correctly answer: 

singing ‘Happy Birthday’ to your-

self twice or the ABCs once, slowly. 

And so long as the hands are not 

visibly soiled or contaminated, an 

alcohol-based hand rub is adequate 

between patients and glove change 

instead of soap and water.”

It might be easy to get lulled into a 

false sense of security when wearing 

gloves. But even if wearing gloves, 

it’s still necessary to wash your 

hands. While gloves seem like they 

should provide an impenetrable bar-

rier against infection, the fact is that 

they don’t. As such, hand hygiene 

remains critical.

“Hands should be washed prior 

to gloving and immediately after 

removing gloves,” Borg-Bartlett 

says. “In most cases, workers wash 

their hands upon removing gloves; 

however, prior to donning gloves, 

they don’t. The issue here is that 

gloves are not 100-percent perfect 

and contain microscopic imperfec-

tions. If a worker doesn’t have clean 

hands prior to gloving, then germs 

on the hands can make their way 

through the gloves. This works the 

other way also. Microbes can enter 

imperfections in the glove, which 

requires hand washing immediately 

after removing gloves.”

Expanded specialty practice
As new caries rates fall, dentists may 

be looking for specialty services to 

generate additional practice income. 

Boomer generation patients need 

more complex procedures, including 

implants, but some doctors may fi nd 

that they’re biting off more than 

they can chew when it comes to risk 

management. 

“More general dentists are 

going into areas that are actually 

oral surgery, such as implants or 

periodontal treatment,” says Peggy 

Spitzer, a dental hygienist and clin-

ical education manager for Certol 

International. “And that may be 

their biggest risk when it comes to 

infection prevention. When they 

provide more advanced services, 

they may not be prepared for the 

infection control standards that 

come with those procedures. As 

dentistry becomes more invasive, 

we are passing the barrier that den-

tistry relied on for years.” 

The Centers for Disease Control 

and Prevention defi nes oral surgical 

procedures as the incision or refl ec-

tion of tissue and bone exposing 

normally sterile areas of the body.

“I’m sorry to say that some are 

putting themselves at risk because 

even though they may have won-

derful technique and well-trained 

staff, they have not thought about 

how they’re doing their infection 

control,” Spitzer says. “Also, in some 

cases, a seemingly simple procedure 

suddenly becomes much more 

complex.”

Spitzer says that while those den-

tists may have the knowledge, skill 

and staff to handle such procedures, 

they may not be as prepared as they 

need to be. For instance, she refers to 

some third molar extractions.

“A lot of dentists refer out third 

molar extractions because third 

molars are tricky,” Spitzer explains. 

“They start out looking like they’re 

going to be routine, but then sud-

denly it’s a bony impaction and 

they’re performing oral surgery in 

the midst of what started out as a 

routine procedure. Then they don’t 

have the conditions set up that 

they need to have to perform oral 

surgery.”

In order to be prepared for those 

conditions, doctors should have 

sterile gloves, sterile water delivery 

and a surgical-grade hand scrub — 

all outlined by the CDC. But in the 

face of changing circumstances, the 

doctor must be prepared.

“The dentist may have sterile 

gloves, but they also need to keep up 

inventory in sizes for the assistants,” 

Spitzer says. “Everybody who is in 

that procedure needs to have sterile 

gloves. And if their instrument pro-

cessing is not consistent, they may 

have contaminated instruments in 

the pack. They have sterilized it, but 

if the instruments were never cleaned 

properly, now there could be con-

tamination in the surgical site.” 

Improper personal protective 
equipment use
Personal protective equipment (PPE) 

is certainly necessary and something 

any practice would have on hand, 

but it’s not enough simply to have 

it — it must be worn correctly.

“During any patient treatment 

where there can be spray or spatter, 

they should leave that personal 

protective equipment at the site 

and not take it home to launder,” 

Borg-Bartlett says. “It should be 

changed between patients when-

ever there is spray or spatter. If a 

patient is there just having a hygiene 

appointment, that hygienist would 

need to wear PPE over their clothing 

and remove it after treatment of that 

patient and put on fresh PPE for the 

next patient. If the dentist is coming 

in just to do a quick look and exam 

of that patient after the hygiene 

INFECTION CONTROL IS AN 

IMPORTANT — BUT OFTEN 

OVERLOOKED — PART OF 

EVERY DENTAL OFFICE. NOT 

FOLLOWING PROPER INFEC-

TION CONTROL PROTOCOL 
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appointment, they wouldn’t have to 

change it between patients, unless 

they were with another patient and 

had spray or spatter on their PPE. 

The key to it is spray or spatter and 

not to move the spray or spatter out 

of the operatory.”

PPE problems can involve things 

as unassuming as a face mask.

“I have seen clinical personnel in 

non-clinical areas (reception area, 

lunch room, etc.) wearing their 

mask pulled below their chin,” 

says Dr. Marie Fluent, DDS, an 

educational consultant for The 

Organization for Safety, Asepsis 

and Prevention (OSAP). “When I 

see this, I don’t know if the mask is 

contaminated or not, nor if they’ve 

changed it in between patients nor 

if they intend to perform a clinical 

function wearing the mask in this 

fashion. Masks are intended to 

cover the nose and mouth and form 

a complete seal. Masks are sin-

gle-use and they should be removed 

and disposed of immediately after 

the dental procedure.”

While the process of wearing 

appropriate and non-contaminated 

PPE may seem be cumbersome and 

diffi cult, it’s necessary to avoid 

cross-contamination.

“It is a challenge for the dentist,” 

Borg-Bartlett says. “But we do 

have dentists who use disposables 

and have become profi cient in 

handling it when treating more 

than one patient at a time.  They 

simply remove the PPE and leave it 

in that operatory before moving to 

the next operatory.  In other words, 

they should not be moving between 

operatories with the same personal 

protective equipment when there is 

spray or spatter on the PPE.  This is 

one of the major issues that we see 

involving cross-contamination, plus 

one that I have seen OSHA issue 

citations for in dental practices.”

Not following strict sterilization 
protocols
The instruments used on patients 

must, obviously, be cleaned and 

sterilized. However, too often those 

procedures aren’t followed appro-

priately. Sterilizers are a necessary 

fi xture in any dental practice. But 

unless instructions and procedures 

are followed precisely, the instru-

ments may not be adequately pro-

cessed and pose an infection risk.

“The CDC publishes very clear 

guidelines for sterilization of instru-

ments plus monitoring practices 

to be followed to ensure the steril-

ization equipment is functioning 

properly,” Borg-Bartlett says. 

“Some examples are when staff is 

in a hurry to remove instruments 

from the autoclave before the dry-

ing process has been accomplished, 

this compromises the sterility of the 

instruments, plus it can result in 

rusting or corrosion of instruments. 

It’s not uncommon to see moisture 

in packets or packets where it’s 

apparent that the moisture has dried 

after removal from the autoclave. 

Also, overloading the autoclave 

is an issue that can also cause 

moisture in the packets. Another 

issue is ignoring failure reports and 

continuing to use the autoclave. 

When a failure report is received, 

the autoclave should be taken out of 

service until it can be serviced and 

testing performed to see that it’s in 

good working order.”

Failure to audit or monitor the 
infection control practices 
frequently

One may think that his or her 

infection control policies and 

practices are effective because 

staff members do, in fact, follow 

them conscientiously. However, it’s 

important to ensure that the policies 

and procedures being followed are 

correct and that they’re working. To 

ensure that the offi ce’s efforts are 

getting the job done, it’s necessary 

to audit and monitor those prac-

tices. It’s not only a good idea — it’s 

also a mandate.

“OSHA requires an annual review 

of the Exposure Control Plan, which 

is the program that defi nes how the 

practice is going to protect its work-

ers from exposure to potentially 

infectious items,” Borg-Bartlett 

explains. “In the last CDC recom-

mendations for dentistry, the CDC 

recommended that an infection pre-

vention coordinator be appointed. 

The responsibility of this coordina-

tor would be to perform periodic 

audits or surveys of the infection 

control or prevention practices and 

bring to the dentist’s and staff’s 

attention where the breakdown is 

occurring so that they can be cor-

rected right away.”

Vulnerable patients
Clinicians also need to be aware of 

more than just their local environ-

ment when considering infection 

control. More and more immuno-

compromised patients are coming 

into practices — who may have a 

health condition that the care team 

needs to know about.

“Our patients are coming to us 

more vulnerable,” Spitzer says. 

“They are immunocompromised, 

and we didn’t have that even fi ve or 

10 years ago. People did not come to 

the dentist right after cancer treat-

ment. And now, they are well enough 

and ambulatory, even though they’re 

going through all these serious 

health conditions. The thing that 

dentistry has relied on for so long 

was a perception of ‘Oh, there’s not 

really all that much risk.’”

No matter what condition a 

patient is in, he or she may still 

require dental care, whether it be an 

emergency or just a routine visit.

“Maybe they’ve just fi nished 

chemo, but they need to go see the 

dentist — and it doesn’t need to be a 

major invasive procedure; maybe it’s 

routine recare and cleaning,” Spitzer 

says. “If they have a really low white 

blood cell count, then that could put 

them at risk.”

Clinicians may not know that 

patients are at risk, but it’s up to 

them to fi nd out. That’s all the more 

reason why clinicians must take a 

thorough health history — even for a 

routine visit.

“Every dentist, including general 

dentists, need to make sure they 

have a really robust health history 

review,” Spitzer says. “Listen to peo-

ple. Sometimes I think these things 

are so rushed that they don’t really 

give the patient the opportunity, or 

they don’t prompt them thoroughly 

enough. Ask questions and really 

listen to the answers.

“And, of course, it’s a visual 

thing, too,” she continues. “Are 

they paying attention to physical 

signs? Do they look anemic? Do 

they have yellow eyes? There are 

physical signs that everyone learns 

in dental school. Patients may not 

understand what the dentist needs 

to know about their health or med-

ical treatment. Also, patients tend 

to chat more with the staff. Dentists 

can train staff to be alert for com-

ments about health or basic physical 

signs and symptoms, all of which 

should be reported to the dentist.”

Instrument processing
How instruments are cleaned and 

sterilized is a common source of 

infection control problems. Too 

often, inadequately processed instru-

ments can lead to big problems.

“In fact, many of the infection 

control breaches that seem to make 

it into the news involve unsterilized 

instruments,” Daw says. “And yet, 

so few are aware of all the steps 

to follow from the moment dirty 

instruments arrive in this area to the 

moment the instruments are used 

on the patient after being retrieved 

from a successful sterilization 

cycle.”

The proper process is seemingly 

straightforward, but too often it’s 

misunderstood.

“This could be a day-long class in 

itself, so I’ll just share that some of the 

more common observations,” Daw 

says. “This fi rst is lack of a proper 

fl ow in the sterilization area from the 

‘dirty’ side to the ‘clean’ side. Also, 

not having distinctive areas within 

the sterilization area to prevent 

doubling back or potential cross-con-

tamination. The CDC lists four 

major areas that an instrument will 

travel through from dirty to clean: 1. 

Receiving, cleaning and decontami-

nation; 2. Preparation and packaging; 

3. Sterilization; and 4. Storage. 

Ideally, there will be plenty of space to 
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facilitate the one-directional fl ow.”

In addition to the standard 

processing workfl ow laid out by 

the CDC, it’s likely that specifi c 

instruments or pieces of equipment 

will require specialized care and 

attention.

“Another major risk is not follow-

ing the manufacturer’s instructions 

on reprocessing,” Daw adds. “For 

example, the IFU, or Instructions 

for Use, on some handpieces state 

to clean, lubricate and then sterilize 

the handpiece and motors between  

patients. And yet, some offi ces 

are merely wiping them down 

with disinfectant. The CDC even 

listed in their 2016 Summary that 

handpieces and motors that can 

be detached from air/water lines 

should be reprocessed according to 

manufacturer’s instructions.”

Surface disinfection
Nothing is too minor or obscure 

when it comes to infection preven-

tion. In addition to the obvious 

sources of potential problems 

— like hands, instruments and 

equipment — even the surfaces in an 

operatory require attention.

“Clinical surface areas, or those 

areas that are at high risk for con-

tamination, should be cleaned and 

disinfected between patients,” Daw 

says. “Even with barriers, these 

surfaces should be disinfected if 

the surface becomes contaminated 

during the process of removing 

the barriers. In addition, surfaces 

covered by barriers should be disin-

fected at the end of each work day.”

The products used to clean and 

disinfect those surfaces must be fol-

lowed exactly as the label prescribes; 

otherwise, they will be completely 

ineffective.

“Some products act as a cleaner 

and a disinfectant, while others 

require a separate cleaning step 

fi rst,” Daw says. “When disin-

fecting, it’s important to read the 

labels regarding the pathogens it 

will inactivate and the contact time 

necessary to accomplish this.”

Education
It’s easy to fall into a state of apathy 

when it comes to infection control, 

but keeping staying informed will 

help to prevent mishaps.

What’s important, Daw notes, is 

having written policies and proce-

dures in place.

“It comes into play when you’re 

onboarding new people,” she says. 

“You can refer to it, and you can use 

it for coaching and ongoing internal 

education.”

And there’s no shame in seeking 

outside help.

“A lot of the OSHA and infection 

control coordinators in private 

practice feel like they have to know 

it all or the doctor is going to be 

disappointed,” Daw says. “I don’t 

think that’s the case. Become a 

member of OSAP and partner with 

a consultant so that you have a 

resource to turn to if you have addi-

tional questions.”

Infection control is vital, yet it’s 

often overlooked —  not on pur-

pose, but because there are so many 

little traps into which a practice can 

fall. Minimizing infection risk is 

vital to you, your practice and your 

patients. Being mindful of the places 

where infection control is routinely 

overlooked will keep everyone 

happy — and safe. 

OSHA’s mission is a laudable one: It 

wants to make sure that employees 

remain safe and healthy on the job. 

However, sometimes just hearing the 

name “OSHA” can send shivers down 

an employer’s spine. Being aware of 

some key concerns can keep you out 

of the hot seat.

Mary Borg-Bartlett, president of Safe-

Link Consulting, recommends being 

cognizant of the following issues:

1. Work with employees. Most OSHA 

visits occur when an employee fi les a 

complaint with OSHA. To avoid this, 

the employer must develop a robust 

health and safety program and inform 

employees that they can bring their 

concerns regarding safety hazards to 

management’s attention. This includes 

communication of the hazards to 

employees upon hire (when new risks 

enter the workplace) and annually.

2. The employer must enforce the 

safety rules. Train employees on the 

hazards and what controls are in place 

to protect the employees. Make sure 

employees understand how to use 

the controls and that they’re required 

to follow the safety rules. Constant 

reminders when an employee doesn’t 

wear his or her safety eyewear, for 

instance, are required. If the employee 

continues to disobey the rules, then 

that puts the employer’s business at 

risk of that employee being injured, not 

to mention all the workers’ comp and 

other issues that go along with dealing 

with employee injuries. Now that OSHA 

has expanded on the injury reporting 

requirements, OSHA will have more 

information to determine if they will 

notify the employer or conduct an 

on-site inspection.

3. The employer should lead by exam-

ple. If employees are required to wear 

certain personal protective equipment 

during patient treatment, then the 

employer should wear the same per-

sonal protective equipment.

4. Conduct frequent safety surveys. 

This allows employers to see where 

employees may not be following the 

safety rules, or if new hazards have 

entered the workplace that need to be 

addressed.

5. Provide continuous education. Your 

safety coordinator will be able to stay 

up to date on hazards and know how to 

address them in your workplace.

Karen Daw of Karen Daw Consulting 

and a former clinic health and safety 

director for The Ohio State University 

College of Dentistry suggests addi-

tional measures:

1. Training. Yes, there’s mandatory 

annual Bloodborne Pathogens train-

ing, and completing this is great if you 

want to “check off the box.” However, 

additional safety training can benefit 

the office. For example, some of the 

largest fi nes against dental offi ces last 

year were for compressed gases and 

walking surfaces. 

2. Know the regulations. Visit osha.gov 

and become familiar with the standards 

that pertain to the dental practice. You’d 

be surprised by the categories because 

some aren’t what you think! Or, you can 

partner with a consultant whose busi-

ness is to know the regulations.

3. Answer official correspondence. 

If it says, “Department of Labor” or 

“Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration,” be sure to respond in a 

timely manner. Most often, the practice 

will receive a formal letter with a list of 

the complaints against them. It will also 

state the deadline to reply. Miss the date 

and you may have OSHA knocking on 

your door.

4. Have open lines of communica-

tion. Most OSHA visits to the dental 

practice are complaint-driven. And 

those complaints typically come from 

current or ex-employees. Recently, a 

dentist acted as a whistleblower to the 

unsafe practices in the office where 

she worked. Why? Because she felt 

her concerns were being dismissed. 

Employers should have an “open door” 

policy with regards to employee safety 

concerns. 

5. Set the expectation. One of my 

offices proudly displays a plaque on 

the wall that states their office meets 

and exceeds government standards for 

patient and employee safety. This was 

genius! It was a great marketing, but 

more importantly, it challenged anyone 

to question their processes.

10 WAYS TO AVOID AN OSHA VISIT
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You should also know that the 

muscles of the same tendons that 

cause de Quervains disease may 

develop trigger points that can also 

refer wrist pain and mimic this syn-

drome. A good resource for trouble-

shooting and differentiation is “The 

Trigger Point Therapy Workbook” 

by Clair Davies.

If considering surgery, the success 

rate is quite higher than carpal 

tunnel surgery and provides relief in 

many cases.

Osteoarthritis of the CMC joint 
of the thumb
Osteoarthritis (OA) is the most 

common joint disease and a major 

cause of disability in the U.S. Similar 

to muscles and spinal discs, your 

joints also require movement to 

receive nourishment and remain 

healthy. Whereas medium to high 

levels of activity do not cause OA, 

studies show that abnormal static 

loading and immobilization leads to 

the syndrome. Also, joint forces are 

greatest in the hands during preci-

sion handgrip. It is easy to see why 

dental hygienists are most prone to 

disability due to this syndrome.

Symptoms include pain and ach-

ing at the base of the thumb (Fig. 3), 

which worsens with pinch grip. The 

area is tender when pressed upon 

and can be stiff in the morning. 

These symptoms are worsened with 

pinching and twisting. At the thumb 

CMC joint, the primary stabiliz-

ing ligament (the beak ligament) 

becomes tight when you pronate 

your forearm (palms-down) and 

assume a lateral pinch grip. When 

I
n dentistry, two of the most com-

monly reported pain syndromes 

of the wrist occur in nearly 

the same area. Easily confused, 

but of entirely different origin, 

de Quervain’s disease is a painful 

infl ammation of the tendons in the 

thumb, whereas osteoarthritis (OA) 

of the thumb is a degenerative joint 

process. Both appear frequently 

among dental professionals, since 

a primary risk factor is repetitive 

thumb use. These syndromes can be 

debilitating, and OA of the thumb 

can force early retirement, espe-

cially among female dentists and 

hygienists. Therefore, it is a good 

investment in your health to imple-

ment early ergonomic prevention 

strategies. 

de Quervain’s disease (also 

known as de Quervain’s Tenosy-

novitis) affects two thumb tendons 

that move the thumb forward and 

away from the hand at the CMC 

joint, between the base of the thumb 

and the wrist. Symptoms include 

pain, tenderness and swelling on 

the thumb side of the wrist (Fig. 1). 

Oftentimes gripping is diffi cult, and 

movement of the thumb worsens the 

pain. While the name implies a ten-

donitis, the newest research reveals 

that it is more likely a thickening 

and degeneration of the tendon 

synovial membrane.

In dentistry, this is most often 

due to forceful, sustained or 

repetitive thumb abduction (fl exed 

forward, out of the plane of the 

hand) combined with angling the 

hand sharply to one side. Scaling, 

extractions or suctioning with a 

palmar grip are a few examples of 

tasks in dentistry that can lead to 

the problem. Women are four times 

more prone to develop this problem 

than men, and frequency is highest 

in team members 35-55 years of age. 

The test for de Quervain’s is quite 

simple: with the thumb held in a fi st, 

angle your wrist toward the little 

fi nger, or “pinky” side (Fig. 2). It is 

normal to experience discomfort; 

however, if it produces pain, you 

may have de Quervain’s disease.

Interventions include ergonomic 

modifi cation, cortisone injections, 

splinting, ice, anti-infl ammatory 

meds, frequent breaks, gentle 

stretching and surgery. Regardless 

of the intervention, ergonomics 

in the operatory should always be 

addressed to prevent recurrence 

or worsening of symptoms. Most 

importantly, avoid a forceful pinch 

combined with angling the wrist 

sharply to one side. 

Hygienists should consider the 

following motion when scaling: 

grip the instrument in a straight, or 

neutral, wrist posture, use a fi nger 

fulcrum and lock the wrist as you 

roll the forearm from side to side. To 

decrease pinch force, consider larger 

diameter handles (10 mm+), using 

ultrasound and ensuring sharpness 

of hand instruments.

A certifi ed hand therapist (CHT) 

may be a good referral to request 

from your doctor for conservative 

therapy before considering surgery. 

Many dentists complain of pain in the hands and 
wrist. Here are two common reasons for that pain 
and how to treat it. [ by Dr. Bethany Valachi, PT, DPT, MS, CEAS  ]

Two common hand/
wrist pain syndromes

1

2
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this ligament becomes weakened, 

the CMC joint moves improperly 

and joint damage can occur. The 

syndrome is most prevalent in 

women over 40 years old. Excessive 

thumb pain can limit hand function 

up to nearly 50 percent.

The symptoms are very similar to 

de Quervain’s disease, but interven-

tion is quite different. Therefore, it 

is imperative that specifi c diagnostic 

tests be performed. In addition to the 

Finkelstein’s test above, the “grind 

test” should be performed by a 

trained professional (CHT or ortho-

pedic surgeon) to test for cartilage 

damage at the CMC joint. If positive, 

a primary ergonomic intervention 

is to maintain a fl exed CMC joint 

during activity and avoid a collapsed 

or fl attened joint. 

To see what a fl exed CMC joint 

looks like, make an “O” with your 

thumb and second fi nger. Notice 

the bend at the base of your thumb? 

Try to maintain this angle while 

working in the operatory. Also, 

frequently moving the thumb into 

extension and abduction is an 

important prevention strategy (Fig. 

4). Other interventions are large 

diameter instruments and ultra-

sonic usage. 

Medical interventions usually 

involve splinting, hot or cold ther-

apy (cold is usually more effective 

when pain is due to repetitive use), 

and, after pain is resolved, specifi c 

strengthening exercises. If conserva-

tive management fails, surgery may 

be indicated.

Ensuring a long and healthy 

career in dentistry requires a mul-

tifaceted approach, including opti-

mizing ergonomics in your hygiene 

operatory, differentiating between 

loupes that will improve your neck 

health and those that will make it 

worse, identifying the unique mus-

cle imbalances to which dentists are 

predisposed, and implementing the 

correct exercises, knowing which 

exercises can worsen your health, 

requesting a referral (from your 

primary care doctor) to the correct 

healthcare practitioner, effectively 

treating your own trigger points 

and more. 

This and much more is in Dr. Vala-

chi’s “Well Body System for Dental 

Professionals,” available at www.

posturedontics.com. DPR readers can 

receive a discount by entering the  code 

“DPRDisc.” 
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[ Figs. 1-5 ]  de Quervain’s syndrome causes pain in the thumb 

tendons at the side of the wrist (Fig. 1). Finkelstein’s test for de 

Quervain’s disease (Fig. 2). Osteoarthritis of the CMC joint causes 

pain at the base of the thumb (Fig. 3). Frequently moving the 

thumb in two planes is important prevention for OA of the thumb.

Illustrations and photos (Figs. 4-5). 
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infection control. In 2006, the U.S. 

Department of Health and Human 

Services (HHS) began discussing 

the costs of healthcare as a per-

centage of GNP. The government 

was anticipating that by the year 

2030, healthcare could potentially 

be 30 percent of the U.S. GNP. The 

concern? That any country spend-

ing that much on the health of its 

citizens can’t compete in the global 

economy.

That’s the reason there has been 

such a focus on the electronic health 

record (EHR) and other ways to 

increase the efficiency of health-

care delivery. The hope is that by 

increasing efficiency, costs can be 

decreased.

However, with the focus on using 

technology to increase efficiency, 

very few have stopped to consider 

the potential problems of digital 

security, or as I like to refer to it, 

“Digital Infection Control Engi-

neering (DICE).”

You can’t get there from here
A brief history lesson is in order to 

put things in perspective. As the 

world became connected through 

the internet, organized crime saw 

huge potential profi ts through the 

use of spam email. There were many 

scams used, but the one that gen-

erated the most profi ts (and hence 

became the most popular with crimi-

nals) was the “online pharmacy.”

The fall of the Soviet Union left 

things highly unregulated as well 

as unmonitored. Many criminal 

enterprises sprung up in this “Wild 

West” environment driven by the 

desire for huge amounts of untaxed 

income. 

They created tsunamis of spam 

that advertised “Canadian” phar-

macies that sold medications below 

the prices available in America. 

Unknowing U.S. citizens, many 

of them senior citizens looking to 

save money on their prescriptions, 

ordered. They thought they were 

dealing with legitimate pharmacies, 

but instead, the drugs were manu-

factured in areas with little or no 

quality control. Russian criminals 

made obscene profits while patients 

were paying for medications that 

were not always 100 percent of what 

they were expecting.

The Dawn of the Dead
The spam was generated using zom-

bie computers organized in Botnets. 

Since one computer with a single 

internet connection can only send so 

many emails, the criminals needed 

an economy of scale. To do so, they 

set about sending some of their 

spam to people that tricked them 

into opening an attachment. This 

type of spam, known as “phishing,” 

tricks you into opening the attach-

ment. The moment it’s opened, in 

the background a program is run 

that gives the crooks the ability to 

control your computer. This means 

they can install programs that 

send spam from your machine. A 

computer thus infected is referred 

to as a “zombie,” and a network of 

zombies is called a “Botnet.”

The criminals controlling the 

Botnet send one command and every 

zombie then obeys. When you walk 

AS I’M SURE YOU’VE BEEN ABLE to 

tell, the focus in this issue of DPR 

is on infection control. In the years 

I’ve been in dentistry, we’ve seen 

phenomenal changes in hardware, 

delivery, materials, techniques and 

practically anything else that comes  

into contact with the patient’s body.

As strange as it may seem to many 

of you reading this, there are a good 

number of doctors currently prac-

ticing who can remember providing 

treatment without wearing gloves.

The knowledge base that scien-

tists and government organizations 

had should have been much more 

concerned about infection control 

and cross contamination in the late 

‘70s and early '80s. Unfortunately, 

it took the tragedy of the AIDS 

epidemic to bring the focus of the 

CDC and OSHA to bear on both 

patient and employee safety. While 

there had been limited attempts to 

decrease possibilities of cross-con-

tamination before, a serious threat 

created an incredible focus of 

resources on the problems.

Looking back on the idea of 

Universal Precautions with the hind-

sight of 30 years makes the practice 

obvious. However, at the time there 

was actually pushback from some 

individuals who thought loss of tac-

tile sensation by using gloves would 

usher in a wave of subpar dentistry. 

Of course, those concerns seem 

almost silly now, but I can assure 

you, at the time those concerns were 

heard frequently.

Refocusing our concerns
As the Technology Evangelist, I’m 

now attempting to turn the pro-

fession’s eyes, ears and concerns in 

the direction of a different type of 

When it comes to infection control in your practice, physical 
health and wellness shouldn’t be the only focus.

Infection control in 
a digital world

DR. JOHN FLUCKE

SKORZEWIAK / SHUTTERSTOCK.COM
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away from your computer, or any 

time it’s idle, it’s sending emails that 

you’re unaware of. There are literally 

millions of these infected computers 

sending spam constantly. The other 

part of the “spam equation” is what 

the bad guys want to gain by sending 

all of this spam in the first place. 

Many folks think of spam as being 

for spreading viruses and therefore 

controlling people’s computers. 

However, in the last two to three 

years, the focus of spam has been 

getting unsuspecting victims to acci-

dentally install ransomware.

As law enforcement around the 

globe began to crack down more 

on the highly profitable internet 

pharmacy scams, the criminal gangs 

running them needed to find ways 

to continue bringing in lots of cash. 

The gangs had also begun falling 

victim to the simple concept that the 

targets of pharmacy scams began to 

catch on to the fact that many drugs 

were counterfeit and returned to 

purchasing from legitimate phar-

macies. Plain and simple, this meant 

new ways were needed to generate 

revenue.

It’s estimated by the FBI that in 

the first six months after releasing it, 

CryptoLocker ransomware swindled 

$27 million from users whose data 

was stolen by it.

Digital kidnapping
The concept behind ransomware is 

simple and nefarious. The program 

installs itself, then encrypts your 

hard drive, and asks for a ransom 

to decrypt your data. The result is 

that all of your data (and I mean 

ALL of your data) is suddenly 

unavailable to you. If this happens, 

you have two choices. Choice one 

is to reformat your hard drive and 

rely on your backup system to have 

ALL of your data available. Choice 

two is to pay the ransom, receive the 

password, and pray that the pass-

word returns your hard drive to its 

previous unencrypted state.

The reason the process is so prof-

itable is because the criminals don’t 

have to do anything other than have 

the program on your hard drive. There 

is no need for them to steal anything, 

download anything or sell anything 

to other criminals. All they have to 

do is have YOU inadvertently run 

the ransomware program. Once the 

program encrypts your hard drive, it 

loads a screen giving you instructions 

on how to contact the crooks and how 

to send them the ransom.

Healthcare is low-hanging fruit
According to a report published in 

February of 2017, in the year 2016, 

88 percent of all ransomware attacks 

perpetrated in the U.S. were in the 

healthcare sector. You read that cor-

rectly. There’s also the fact that 89 

percent of studied healthcare orga-

nizations have experienced a data 

breach — which involved patient 

data being stolen or lost — over the 

past two years.

This is no accident. The criminals 

know that our field isn’t well pre-

pared for this and they’re attacking 

our sector because of that.

Now, add to this the HIPAA law 

and what we must do if a breach 

occurs, and it’s not difficult to see 

that a breach could create a major 

time- and revenue-impacting event. 

In addition to that, paying the ran-

som encourages the criminal gangs 

to continue to devise new and better 

ways to steal our data. It’s a never-

ending saga as long as there’s money 

to be gained by illegal data theft.

What can we as practitioners and 

as the healthcare sector in general do 

about this?

Helping to solve the problem
This is nothing short of digital ter-

rorism and negotiating with terror-

ists simply encourages the behavior. 

I feel that agreeing to pay the ransom 

is simply asking the criminals to con-

tinue their activity.

The best way to prevent paying ran-

som is to make sure you have a current 

and rock-solid backup. In a dental 

office, there really isn’t a reason not 

to have reliable backups. The process 

is easy, reliable and takes only a few 

minutes a day. This small daily chore 

will save headaches from ransomware 

or the inevitable data crash.

Also, just like IT in today’s dental 

business environment, there’s profes-

sional help out there that can make 

navigating these potential pitfalls 

much easier and much less stressful. 

Regular readers will remember me 

talking about DDSRescue. This 

company provides an incredible 

hybrid backup service that I’ve been 

using since I met them. 

I refer to this service as a hybrid 

backup because it uses both a local 

backup as well as a cloud-based one. 

This type of backup uses a small 

DDSRescue computer on your 

network. Some files are run on your 

server, and the network box can 

communicate and back up all needed 

data from the server and store it 

on the DDSRescue box. This data 

is also uploaded to the cloud in a 

HIPAA-compliant manner to pro-

vide online backup.

The DDSRescue device performs 

a backup in my office once an hour, 

saving multiple backups throughout 

the day. These backups are stored 

both locally and in the cloud.

This is the easiest system to use 

because it requires no intervention 

by doctor or staff. Once the DDS-

Rescue team configures the device, 

it will perform all its functions auto-

matically and autonomously. Check 

them out at ddsrescue.com.

Should ransomware somehow 

manage to find its way onto your 

network, you can shut down your 

server and run your office from the 

DDSRescue system until your server 

can be reformatted and recovered.

The company has dealt with ran-

somware in client offices many times 

and has the process of dealing with 

it down to a science. It’s simply the 

easiest and most reliable way to deal 

with digital terrorism.

However, that’s not all that DDS-

Rescue offers. The company has 

recently begun offering a remark-

able HIPAA Risk Assessment 

Service. As part of your business 

relationship, DDSRescue will 

provide a complete and thorough 

examination of your office to make 

sure that you are as safe as possible 

from attacks both externally and 

internally.

It’s one thing to purchase a HIPAA 

compliance “kit” and go through 

myriad checklists to make sure you 

have closed most of your potential 

loopholes. However, DDSRescue 

will run network scans to help 

ensure you’re as safe from attacks 

as possible. A data breach is truly 

an event that almost all offices are 

unprepared for and DDSRescue 

provides an incredibly professional 

and thorough assessment to ensure 

your office is as prepared as possible 

to prevent one.

The company and the assessment 

are highly recommended. 

Wrapping up
There’s no way to be 100-percent 

covered for a digital attack. Digital 

security is a cat-and-mouse game 

that requires constant vigilance. 

However, just like keeping your 

offi ce on the leading edge of clinical 

treatment, if you’re not constantly 

moving forward, you’re moving 

backward. Antivirus, network pro-

tection, fi rewalls, divided internet 

connections and other efforts are 

required, but so is constant moni-

toring, confi guring and upgrading. 

The best advice I can give you is to 

make sure you’re using a profes-

sional IT security company when 

it comes to your computers and 

network. Protecting your data is, at 

a minimum, a two-phased effort of 

HIPAA compliance and protection 

from outside criminal organiza-

tions. Failing to prepare for cyber 

security is just as foolhardy as fail-

ing to have malpractice or business 

liability insurance. When it comes 

to infection control, don’t let it stop 

at the autoclave!

Of course, the criminals don’t 

just send spam. Once they gain 

control, they can see everything you 

do. That means they can steal pass-

words, gain banking information, 

you name it. 
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forms: blog posts, social media 

updates, podcasts, webinars, photos, 

videos, memes, infographics — the 

list goes on and on. 

When you think about dental 

practice marketing 10-15 years 

ago, dentists were mainly limited to 

print ads and direct mail, types of 

promotion marketing that pushed 

your brand upon patients as an inter-

ruption, without providing much 

value. These traditional methods of 

marketing also weren’t easy to track 

in terms of performance and effec-

tiveness. Today, content marketing 

strategies put your practice in front 

of patients using a less intrusive, 

more organic approach that can 

also be measured in real time to help 

achieve a more profi table return on 

investment.

Content marketing is especially 

advantageous to dentists considering 

the fact that many patients have 

some measure of anxiety about 

coming into the practice for care. 

Content marketing breaks down 

traditional barriers to allow dental 

teams to showcase a more personal 

side of the offi ce, which helps 

patients to feel at ease before they 

ever sit down in the dental chair.

However, because most dentists 

are not content marketing experts, 

they shouldn’t expect to have all the 

answers themselves, so here are fi ve 

simple ways any dentist can create 

a content marketing strategy that 

resonates with patients:

1. Know your audience
It can be tempting to write exten-

sively about your credentials and 

expertise, and while your experience 

H
ave you ever felt as though 

online marketing is an 

exercise in futility? After 

all, it seems as though every dentist 

in 2018 has some form of digital 

presence, making it harder than ever 

to set your dental practice apart from 

your competition online. 

Don’t let thoughts like this trick 

you into thinking that online mar-

keting is impossible because here’s 

the secret: Not every dentist makes 

a real investment in his or her online 

presence. And your competition 

pool grows even smaller when you 

consider that many dentists have 

yet to invest in a content marketing 

strategy.

What is content marketing?
It’s a method of marketing where 

valuable, relevant information is 

created and distributed to a targeted 

audience online in order to position 

the content creator as a thought 

leader and trusted resource, also 

known as a “subject matter expert.” 

The content itself can take many 

Nearly every dentist today has some sort of online 
presence, so what can you do to set your practice apart?  
[ by Naomi Cooper | President, Minoa Marketing and CEO, Doctor Distillery ]

How to outsmart your 
competition online

http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
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is worth sharing, a better approach 

is to keep the content focused on the 

benefi ts to the patient — a welcom-

ing staff, patient-focused treatment, 

easily scheduled appointments and 

late offi ce hours are a few examples. 

Also, keeping the patient in mind, 

consider steering away from two 

things: 1) dental jargon that can 

confuse the average layperson (e.g., 

use “cavities” instead of “caries” 

or “metal fi llings” as opposed to 

“amalgams”) and 2) graphic images 

of dental disease or surgery (e.g., 

photos more appropriate for your 

study club) that can easily turn 

patients off.

2. Create a content marketing 
plan
Whether you decide to post new con-

tent daily, weekly or even monthly, 

the key is to keep it consistent. 

Brainstorm ideas for material ahead 

of time and create a schedule so that 

there is always a stream of new con-

tent. This presents an opportunity 

to involve the entire offi ce team with 

marketing the practice. Getting 

input from each department will 

provide a good mix of content topics 

that will appeal to a wide range of 

patients. It’s also important to tailor 

the content to the season like sharing 

Easter/Halloween candy tips in the 

spring and fall, summertime sports 

injury prevention tips or benefi t 

expiration reminders near the end of 

the year. 

3. Have fun with video
Speaking of images, visual content is 

incredibly powerful, and none more 

so than videos. The good news for 

dentists is that patients don’t expect 

high-production, Hollywood-qual-

ity video. Some of the most success-

ful videos on YouTube are shot using 

the cameras on web cams, smart-

phones and tablets. 

What matters most is that the 

content is of compelling interest to 

patients. Videos briefl y describing 

aftercare instructions, explaining 

the benefi ts of common procedures, 

giving offi ce tours and broadcasting 

employee greetings are all great 

examples. But some of the best den-

tal practice videos, the ones that gain 

the most traction on social media, 

were clearly created just for fun — 

videos featuring lip syncing in the 

operatory, Halloween costume con-

tests and other offi ce shenanigans 

are the ones that really go viral!

4. Experiment with live streams
Live streaming has heightened the 

popularity of online video even fur-

ther. In fact, more than 80 percent of 

users would rather watch a live video 

than read a social media update or a 

blog post.1 Live videos provide a way 

for patients to interact with the offi ce 

in real time, personalizing the dentist 

and the staff, which helps to increase 

the patient’s connection with the 

practice and makes treatment less 

intimidating. A word of caution: Live 

videos do require a strong internet 

connection and the sound quality 

needs to be top-notch to make them 

most effective. But defi nitely con-

sider this medium for demonstrating 

a new tech tool or having fun with a 

quick get-to-know-the-staff Q&A 

session with your team.

5. Don’t be stingy with your 
content
Once content is created, don’t forget 

to share it. If you write a blog post 

answering a popular patient ques-

tion, share a link to the blog across 

social media and highlight it in an 

enewsletter too. Ask patients on 

Facebook what questions they have 

about your practice in particular 

or dentistry in general, and create 

a blog or vlog series around your 

answers. Remind patients about 

your content and social profi les 

while they’re in the chair. You can 

even add signage around the offi ce 

directing them to the practice blog, 

and add a “Like us on Facebook” 

link in the email signature to further 

help build your online audience and 

enhance the reach of your content.

Creating dynamic content that 

resonates with patients, and doing so 

on a regular basis, requires time and 

effort on the part of the dentist and 

team, which is likely why many den-

tal offi ces have yet to develop a con-

tent marketing strategy. However, 

you can use this to establish your 

competitive advantage. Working on 

your dental practice’s content mar-

keting and thought leadership poten-

tial now will help raise awareness of 

your practice online and can lift your 

practice’s brand presence above and 

beyond all the rest. 
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patient understand at a new level. 

Because the patient will have a visual 

comparison, they can instantly see 

why a fi lling is needed. 

Dentists can also ask Alexa to 

“show all of #4” and the bitewing, 

PA, intraoral image and CariVu 

of #4 will instantly be displayed 

in a grid, creating a beautiful case 

presentation for the patient. They 

can even ask Alexa to capture a full-

mouth series or capture a PA of a 

specifi c tooth. This would normally 

take more than 25 clicks with a 

mouse, but with voice activation, all 

they have to do is place the sensor in 

the correct position and hit the expo-

sure button. 

Where do you see the future 
of voice technology going in 
dentistry?
A better question might be, “Where 

is voice not going?” If you start to 

think of the many interfaces we have 

to interact with as dental profession-

als, voice can assist in almost every 

instance. When applied correctly, 

a visual user interface (VUI) makes 

complicated movements or tasks 

easier with just a simple, natural 

language request. 

Let’s imagine a technology that 

costs next to nothing and always 

gets the job done right when you ask. 

That is voice’s present and future. 

While trying not to give away too 

much of our pipeline, Simplifeye will 

fi rst be adding high-quality instruc-

tional videos to our voice repertoire. 

Imagine asking Alexa for an implant 

demo and having a beautifully 

narrated video immediately show up 

on a 40-inch screen in front of your 

patient.

Then, imagine voice starting to 

affect hygienists’ daily routines. 

What if the charting and note-taking 

experience was completely voice acti-

vated? The possibilities are endless 

— and, we can say with confi dence, 

achievable. 
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L
ast month, I had the opportu-

nity to meet with the founders 

of a company that’s revolution-

izing how dental practices use tech-

nology. Since founding Simplifeye in 

2015, Dr. Ryan and Zach Hungate 

have been hard at work creating a 

number of exciting and innovative 

solutions. 

The Hungate cousins believe 

that advancements in smartphones, 

smartwatches and voice technology 

have an unquestionable place in 

today’s dental practices — and 

they’re delivering products that are 

changing the way we run our offi ces. 

I’m particularly excited about their 

voice technology, which is tailored to 

the needs of the dental offi ce. 

How did you create your voice 
technology? 
As voice technology improved, 

Simplifeye recognized that there 

was an opportunity to develop this 

revolutionary technology for dental 

practices, especially since dentists’ 

hands are often occupied. Once the 

technology was fully developed, 

Simplifeye partnered with DEXIS 

to create DEXVoice, a smart voice 

assistant that simplifi es clinical 

workfl ows. DEXVoice enables prac-

titioners to control DEXIS software 

by voice command. 

Why is voice technology a good 
fi t for dental practices? 
Voice technology is being used every-

where. We’ve all been using it in our 

cars for years, and now people are 

using voice to activate timers, order 

new products or ask for the weather 

report. Products like Amazon Echo 

and Google Home are fl ooding the 

market, and dental practices now 

have the exciting opportunity to 

jump on board. 

Voice is a perfect fi t for dental 

practices because of its benefi t to 

adhering to infection control proto-

cols. Because dental professionals 

are constantly wearing gloves, 

using a computer is a tedious and 

ineffi cient task. Our focus is to 

have dental practices move away 

from having to touch a mouse and 

keyboard, and instead leverage their 

voices to complete both simple and 

complicated in-offi ce tasks, such as 

viewing radiographs or preparing 

instant case presentations. 

How does this voice technology 
respond to commands and 
complete tasks?  
We’ve partnered with industry lead-

ers such as DEXIS to create a really 

special technology called DEXVoice. 

While dentists have previously had 

to pause mid-procedure to put the 

handpiece down and take off their 

gloves to look at images, take patient 

notes or call for a hygienist, they 

can now use DEXVoice to say a 

command without interrupting their 

workfl ow. 

DEXVoice is voice-activated by 

Simplifeye, allowing dentists to say 

commands like, “Alexa, compare 

the bitewings of #19.” Suddenly, two 

radiographs will be displayed on the 

screen, allowing them to explain 

the needed treatment and help the 

Voice technology  — meaning hands-free information access  
— is coming to dentistry, and the impact will be revolutionary.
[ curated by Dr. Lou Shuman, with Dr. Ryan and Zach Hungate, founders of Simplifeye ]

Why your mouse may 
soon be obselete

“     Voice technology 
is being used every-
where, and people 
are using voice 
to activate times, 
order new prod-
ucts or ask for the 
weather report. ... 
Our focus is to have 
dental practices 
move away from 
having to touch a 
mouse.”
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plus thorough disassembly & cleaning

Genuine Midwest® Parts  

for lasting handpiece performance

Factory Warranty on handpiece  

overhauls & turbine replacements

Free Shipping & Handling  

included with paid repair

The EASIEST way back to peak performance

Dentsply Sirona Repair Center 

Attn: Midwest Air Repair 

500 W. College Avenue 

York, PA 17401

New  

Address!

Please update  

your contacts.

PRODUCTS + SERVICES SHOWCASEGo to:   dentalproductsreport.com/Products

mailto:info@digitaldentalstudiousa.com
http://www.MidwestAirRepair.com
http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/Products
https://corporate.dentsplysirona.com/en.html
http://billsfordrills.com/
http://billsfordrills.com/
http://digitaldentalstudiousa.com/
http://digitaldentalstudiousa.com/


Search for the company name you see in each of the ads in this section for FREE INFORMATION!
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L A B  S E R V I C E S

10642 Lower Azusa Rd., #E, El Monte, CA 91731

888-609-2622
www.OneStopDentalStudio.com

A bad dental lab

can take your focus

away from patients. 

Good thing

we’re here

for you.

Denture &
Partial Specials!
Complete Denture 
Metal Partial Denture 
TCS flexible 
Night Guard Hard/Soft/Combo
Hawley Retainer 

Titanium
Metal Partial
Ultra lightweight 
Ultra strong
Bio compatible

$299.99 per arch

Full Service Dental Lab, please call for our crown specials. 

U P H O L S T E R Y

Superior Upholstery
Call us today 888-548-7282

Online ordering available 24/7.

View our catalog through our 
website: www.superiorupholstery.com

 

We can make your Dental 
chairs look brand new!

Replacement upholstery kits 

in as little as 45 minutes.

 

Most popular chairs available with 
no core return.

Content Licensing for Every Marketing Strategy

Leverage branded content from Dental Products Report to create a more powerful and sophisticated 

statement about your product, service, or company in your next marketing campaign. Contact Wright’s 

Media to fi nd out more about how we can customize your acknowledgements and recognitions to 

enhance your marketing strategies.

For information, call 

Wright’s Media at 877.652.5295 or visit our website at www.wrightsmedia.com

Marketing solutions fi t for:

Outdoor |  Direct Mail |  Print Advertising |  Tradeshow/POP Displays | Social Media | Radio & TV

PRODUCTS + SERVICES SHOWCASEGo to:   dentalproductsreport.com/Products

http://www.superiorupholstery.com
http://www.OneStopDentalStudio.com
http://www.wrightsmedia.com
http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/Products
http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/
http://www.OneStopDentalStudio.com
http://www.superiorupholstery.com
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Create a fun environment

Your offi ce doesn’t always have to be just about cleanings, crowns and 

(heaven forbid) cavities. Make it fun. Hold raffl es for movie tickets or 

gift cards throughout the year. Create theme days for Valentine’s Day or 

Halloween. Give surprise token gifts to all patients. With a little creativity, 

your practice can be a place that patients look forward to visiting.

Communicate with all patients monthly

Remember, most patients only visit your practice every six months, which doesn’t 

leave much opportunity to make an impact. Every month, you should strive 

to communicate with patients. With their permission, email brief and positive 

updates on dentistry, practice news, services, etc. You can also keep in touch with 

patients by calling them at night to follow up on their visits and texting welcome 

messages to new patients within 10 minutes after scheduling their appointments.

Reach out on social media

Facebook, Instagram and Snapchat offer convenient, easy and fun ways to reach 

out to patients. Encourage them to follow you on these social media platforms 

to get updates on the practice and learn interesting dental information. 

Using these strategies will encourage your patients, but keep in mind that you 

still have to ask for referrals. Whether you let patients know that you appreciate 

referrals through a powerful statement included in all of your print and online 

communications or you ask them directly, you need to reach patients in many 

different ways. In a complex world with data-driven marketing, this type of 

relationship program may seem simplistic. Still, it works. Use this program to 

help increase patient referrals, and your practice will be primed for success.

TRICKS TO INCREASE 

PATIENT REFERRALSTOP 4

NEXT MONTH: Top 5 ways technology is changing dental practices
QUICK BITES 
for team development 
and practice success

Your mother always told you that if can’t say anything nice about someone, 

don’t say anything at all. Isn’t it funny that often we apply this same 

principle even when we have something good to say about someone?

For as many negative things that tend to cross our minds about someone 

or something, there are as many good thoughts or compliments that 

are never shared. It’s the same for your patients. They may have 

a thousand great things to say about your practice that they never 

share with friends or family. In my experience, they’d be more than 

happy to let people know how great you are — if only you’d ask. Your 

goal should be to create positive interactions with patients that let 

them know how much you appreciate them and their referrals.

Your patients will always be happy to refer if they’re motivated 

and stimulated to do it. Patients respond positively to outreach 

education, communication and fun. Use these strategies to 

ramp up your number of positive patient interactions.

Provide educational materials in the 
practice

Patients should see and receive educational material at every visit. 

Brochures, fl yers and posters that highlight your services, technology 

and hygiene care will help promote your brand to patients and provide 

them with valuable information that they can share with family and 

friends.  While social media, email and text messages certainly have 

their place, nothing replaces the potential effectiveness of real human 

contact — a staff member placing something into the hands of a 

patient and looking them in the eye to make a positive impression.

02

03

04

[ by Dr. Roger P. Levin ]

http://www.dentalproductsreport.com/


* PROGRAM RULES:  Free goods must be of equal or lesser value than least expensive product purchased. Purchase must be made 

from your authorized Dentsply Sirona dealer between 2/1/18 and 6/30/18. Purchase must be made on ONE (1) invoice. To receive 

your free goods, submit invoice noting promotional code MN801 and FREE GOODS REQUESTED by scanning the invoice and 

emailing it to MidwestFG@dentsply.com or fax invoice to 1-847-640-4801. Invoices must be received no later than 7/31/18 to 

claim free goods. Incomplete submissions will not be processed. Limit 5 redemptions per doctor. Offer may not be combined with 

any other Dentsply Sirona offers or contract agreements. Free goods fulfilled through Dentsply Sirona. Allow 4–6 weeks for delivery. 

Offer valid in the 50 United States only.

Data on file   ©2018 Dentsply Sirona.  All rights reserved MK104DPR 0218.

NEW

Midwest Once®

Sterile Carbide Burs

Pre-sterilized convenience now available for carbide burs.

Sterile for single-patient use.  

Always a new bur, always sharp.

Comprehensive selection, many with one-piece construction.

Popular shapes 25 per pack, specialty shapes 10 per pack.

Midwest® Carbide Burs, the #1 choice of dentists.

Midwest® Carbide and Diamond Burs

+ Buy 4 Packs,  

Get 1 Pack FREE* MN801

Mix ’n’ match permitted.  

Free goods of equal or lesser value.

Interested?  Circle Product Card No.50

mailto:MidwestFG@dentsply.com
https://corporate.dentsplysirona.com/en.html


New Self- 

Activating 

Capsule 

BEFORE AFTER

LIGHT-CURED RESIN MODIFIED 

GLASS IONOMER RESTORATIVE

• Composite-like esthetics and handling

• Light-curing for fast finish and flexible working time

• Immediately packable after application

• Does not stick to the instrument, easy to shape

• Excellent translucency for better esthetic results

• High fluoride release minimizes secondary caries

• Highly radiopaque

• Fits virtually all GIC applicators

• No dentin conditioner or adhesive required

VOCO · 1245 Rosemont Drive · Suite 140 · Indian Land, SC 29707 · www.vocoamerica.com · infousa@voco.com

Ionolux®

Call 1-888-658-2584

BEFORE AND AFTER PACKING …

hththtothothothothothothothothothothhothothot ererereererererererererer bbbbrabrabrabrabrabrabrabrabrabrabrabrabrab a dddndsndsndsndsndsndsndsndsndsdsndsndsndndss IIIonnIonIoIIoonIonnonIonIonIonIonon lllololuoluoluoluoluooluoluoluololu PPPPPPx Px Px PPx Px Px Px Px Pxx PPlllllluslusluslusluslusluslusluslusother brands Ionolux

The New RMGI Restorative

Interested?  Circle Product Card No. 51

http://www.vocoamerica.com
mailto:infousa@voco.com
http://www.vocoamerica.com


Are You Completely LOST When It Comes To Marketing Your Practice? Do You Want A 

Steady, Unending Stream Of New Patients & Referrals But Don’t Know How To Get It?

“FINALLY...Learn How To Unlock A Consistent Flow Of Quality New 

Patients & Referrals For Your Practice That Pay, Stay, Refer & Never 

Leave You, No Matter What By Using This Dental Marketing Template”

For The First Time Ever, This 4x INC. Magazine “Top 500 

Fastest Growth” Dental Company Has Released Their 

Proprietary Dental Marketing Template; The One That Has 

Resulted In Explosive Growth For Dental Practices in 34 

States, Often Saving Practices From Closing Their Doors... 

Without Any Drastic Changes To Staff & Spending!

HURRY!!

There are only 75  46 

copies of this template 

available.Claim yours 

for FREE now.

:+<�<28�1(('�7+,6�*5281'%5($.,1*�7(03/$7(���
✓  $V�D�PRGHUQ�GHQWLVW��\RX�VWUXJJOH�ZLWK�DERXW�D�PLOOLRQ�FKRLFHV�RQ�KRZ�WR�

PDUNHW�\RXU�SUDFWLFH���DQG�DERXW�D�PLOOLRQ�ZD\V�WR�EH�&21)86('�RQ�KRZ�WR�

GR�LW�ULJKW� 

✓  6723�ZDVWLQJ�\RXU�WLPH��HIIRUW�DQG�PRQH\�RQ�EDG�DGYLFH�DQG�HPSW\�SURPLVHV��

DQG�learn how the TOP 1% OF DENTISTS market their practices�� 

✓  /HDUQ�KRZ��LQ�SODLQ�(QJOLVK��WR�master modern marketing methods in 10 

minutes��RU�OHVV��D�GD\��:KHWKHU�\RX¶YH�EHHQ�LQ�SUDFWLFH�IRU����\HDUV�RU����

PLQXWHV��WKHVH�PHWKRGV�ZLOO�ZRUN�IRU�(9(5<�GRFWRU�DQG�(9(5<�SUDFWLFH�LQ�

$1<�HFRQRP\�RU�PDUNHW��DQG�VR�HDV\�HYHQ�D�GXPP\�FRXOG�PDVWHU�WKHP� 

✓  /HDUQ�KRZ�WR�2X, 3X...even 5X your production starting as soon as 10 days 

ZLWK�MXVW�D�IHZ�PLQRU�WZHDNV��7+,6�7(03/$7(�63$5(6�12�'(7$,/�� 

✓  3�6��(YHQ�WKRVH�SHVN\�Millennial docs don’t know about these techniques���

\RX�FDQ�VWLOO�blow them out of the water�,)�<28�5(6321'�12:�

________________________________________________
Name

________________________________________________
Address

________________________________________________
City     State   Zip

________________________________________________
2I¿FH�3KRQH

________________________________________________
(PDLO� � \RXU�HPDLO�ZLOO�EH�KHOG�LQ�WKH�VWULFWHVW�RI�FRQ¿GHQFH

HOW DO I GET MY COPY??

Fill out this card and mail it           

Fax this page to (510) 201-6529      

Visit www.DentistMarketingTemplate.com

1

2

3

Get INSTANT 
ACCESS to 

Your Template 
By Entering 
Email Here

Get Your FREE Copy of the Dental Marketing Template!  

But Don’t Wait...While It’s On Your Mind...DO IT NOW!

ES1055268_DPR0618_OTS1_FP.pgs  05.17.2018  22:31    ADV  blackyellowmagentacyan

http://www.DentistMarketingTemplate.com


Mail This

End The Dental Marketing Confusion!

Get Your FREE Template TODAY!

SO...What Are The Top Dentists Saying 

About The Dental Marketing Template?

“The techniques we discovered from reviewing 

the Dental Marketing Template were, in a word...

amazing. I’ve shared it with my staff, and they now 

spend less than 10 minutes a day implementing 

the techniques. It’s completely hands off for me, 

and has resulted in a HUGE lift in new patients and 

referrals. There’s no question...you need to get this 

now.”

-Eric Compton, DDS, Indiana

“The Dental Marketing Template has become the 

lifeblood of our marketing, and resulted in a windfall of 

new patients. We’re getting tons of calls every day...I 

almost can’t handle the new production! Absolutely 

essential resource...and best of all it was free!” 

-Kevin Flood, DDS, Michigan

“Plain, Simple 
English Showing You 

EXACTLY How To 
Market Your Dental 
Practice In Today’s 

Economy”

NO More Confusion About How To Get New Patients & Referrals

NO More Frustration With Inconsistent & Wasteful Marketing

NO More Worry About Empty Chair Time Or The Phone Not Ringing

✓

✓
✓

ES1055245_DPR0618_OTS2_FP.pgs  05.17.2018  20:06    ADV  blackyellowmagentacyan
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